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HIGHER POWER

Player:................................................................
During End of the Day: All Locations in play are  side up – go to Elgan's Memory 1. During the Day: Travel to Location 22(Flooded Causeways) – go to Elgan's Memory 2. During the Day: Perform Activate a Waystone Action in a Location that already has one waystone – go to Elgan's Memory 3.

Anytime: Have at least 8 Magic – go to Elgan’s Memory 4. 
During Diplomacy: Resolve  during blue Encounter (Difficulty 3 or 4) – go to Elgan’s Memory 5. 

During Encounter: Have at least 3in the Sequence – go to Elgan’s Memory 6. 

During Combat: Have at least 3  cards in the Sequence – go to Elgan’s Memory 7. During End of the Day: Suffer from Wyrdness in Location ,  or  (Straywood) – go to Elgan’s Memory 8. 
During the Day: Use 2 Wyrdcandle Consumable Items during single Day – go to Elgan’s Memory 9. 

In ocation  St o net eet h K no l l s):2  Search for a magical grimoire: Go to ’s Memory 10.

ELGAN

Secret card 

Secret card 

Secret card 2

...........................................

 All Locations in play de up – go to Elgan's Memory 1
 Travel to Location 22) – go to Elgan's Memory 2. 

 Perform Activate a Waystone  that already has one waystone – go to Elgan's Memory 3.

ELGAN

YESTERDAY’S FLAME

Player:................................................................
Anytime: Have at least 10 Wealth – go to Gerdwyn's Memory 1. 

During the Day: You are in Location 2(Southlands) – go to Gerdwyn's Memory 2. 
During the Day: Lose 2  during single Day from your Character Weakness (Overloaded) – go to Gerdwyn's Memory 3. 

During Diplomacy: Resolve  while You Are Going Insane – go to Gerdwyn's Memory 4. 
Anytime: Have at least 4 of any Attribute – go to Gerdwyn's Memory 5. 

During Combat: Win purple Encounter using your Character Ability (Hunt) – go to Gerdwyn's Memory 6. 

Anytime: Have at least 2 Items with the Shield keyword – go to Gerdwyn’s Memory 7. 
During Combat: Win Knight of the Oval Tablepurple Combat Encounter – go to Gerdwyn’s Memory 8. 

During Combat: Win a Combat Encounter with no cards remaining in your deck – go to Gerdwyn’s Memory 9. 

In ocation  A m b er  Sho r es):2 Look for your former comrade, Owen: Go to Ger y ’s Memory 10. 

GERDWYN

Secret card 

Secret card 

Secret card 

 that already has one waystone – go to Elgan's Memory 3.

................................................................
Anytime: Have at least 10 Wealth – go to Gerdwyn's Memory 1. 

During the Day: You are in Location 2

THE GREAT PERFORMANCE

Player:................................................................
During Combat: Win an Encounter with exactly 1  remaining – go to Iunis’s Memory 1. During Diplomacy: Resolve  while You Are Going Insane – go to Iunis’s Memory 2. Anytime: Have at least 8 Food – go to Iunis’s Memory 3. 

During Encounter: Lose 4 or more from your card effects during single Activation – go to Iunis’s Memory 4. 
During Encounter: Play 5 or more cards during single Activation – go to Iunis’s Memory 5. During the Day: Travel to Location (Slavepath) – go to Iunis’s Memory 6. 

During the Day: Use your Character Ability (Terrifying Feast) while Exhausted – go to Iunis’s Memory 7. 
Anytime: Have 3 waystones in play – go to Iunis’s Memory 8. 

During Exploration: Use Fomorian coastal transportation in Location ,  or  – go to Iunis’s Memory 9. 

In ocation  C o l o ni a M ar i ana,  E ast ):0  Commission and perform a play:y  Wealth to o to s’s Memory 10.

IUNIS

Secret card 

Secret card 

Secret card 2

Player:Player:

During Combat:1
During Combat:

 remaining – go to Iunis’s Memory 1. 
 remaining – go to Iunis’s Memory 1. During Diplomacy:You Are Going Insane – go to Iunis’s Memory 2. Anytime: Have at least 8 Iunis’s Memory 3. 

During Encounter:from your card effects during single Activation – go to Iunis’s Memory 4. 
During Encounter:single Activation – go to Iunis’s Memory 5. During the Day: Travel to Location Slavepath) – go to Iunis’s Memory 6. 
Slavepath) – go to Iunis’s Memory 6. 
Slavepath

During the Day: Use your Character Ability Terrifying Feast) while Exhausted – go to 
Terrifying Feast) while Exhausted – go to 
Terrifying FeastIunis’s Memory 7. 

Anytime: Have 3 waystones in play – go to Iunis’s Memory 8. 
During Exploration: Use Fomorian coastal transportation in Location go to Iunis’s Memory 9. 

THE PRODIGAL SONRETURNS

Player:................................................................
During Combat: Win a  Encounter – go to Osbert’s Memory 1.

Anytime: Have a Companion Secret card ( , ,  or ) – go to Osbert’s Memory 2. Anytime: Roll 6 on a die – go to Osbert’s Memory 3. 

Anytime: Have at least 10 Wealth – go to Osbert’s Memory 4. 
During the Day: Travel while you’re at 0 or 1  – go to Osbert’s Memory 5. 

During Encounter: Gain at least  or from 
During Encounter:

 Bonus – go to Osbert’s Memory 6. 

Anytime: Have all 3 Consumable Items listed in the Character Ability (Handcraft) – go to Osbert’s Memory 7. 
During the Day: Travel to Location (Peaceful Farmholds) – go to Osbert’s Memory 8.During Diplomacy: Resolve  during blue Encounter in a Location with  – go to Osbert’s Memory 9. 

In ocation  Shunned Lands):2 Travel to a village that exiled your mother:Go to Osbert’s Memory 10. 

OSBERT

Secret card 22

Secret card 2

Secret card 2

Advantage: Water

Advantage: Wyrdness

Alternate Paths 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Amberqueen’s Secrets 1 2 3 4

Avalon’s Future 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Bishop’s Sins 1 2 3 4 5

Blackwood Alliance 1 2 3 4

Builders of Sorlois 1 2 3 4

Bureaucracy 1 2 3 4 5

Camp�re Stories

Champion of the Smallfolk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Chance Meetings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Cold Heart 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Companions 1 2 3 4

Curios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Debt

Drought 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Embers 1 2 3 4 5 6

End of the Road 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Epilogues 1 2 3

Facing the Ruin 1 2 3 4

Failures of the Unknighted 1 2 3 4

Faint Notion 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Family Secrets 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Foraging 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Forbidden Land 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Foreign Goods

Freedom 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Friend of Nobility 1 2 3 4 5

Hints 1 2

Informer 1 2 3 4 5 6

Insolent 1 2 3 4 5

Isolut 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Kendrick 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Keys & Passwords 1 2

Le� Behind 1 2

Lessons of Cunning

Lessons of Inspiration

Limited Stock

Lucky Tail 1 2 3 4 5

Mapping the Bog

Melting

Negotiator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Notable Deeds 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Obstacles 1 2 3 4

Old Records 1 2 3 4 5

Past Lessons 1 2 3 4

Past Travelers 1 2 3 4

Performances 1 2 3 4

Personal Matters 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Plots and Schemes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Realist 1 2 3 4

Rebuilding Lothian 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Repayment

Revelry 1 2

Risk Taker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Royal Funeral 1 2 3 4 5

Rummaging 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Rumors & Hearsay 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Secret Messages 1 2 3

Sharp Truth 1 2 3 4 5

Small Favor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Songs of Avalon 1 2 3

Sticky Fingers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Stocking Up 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Strange Lessons 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Streets of Sorlois

Suppression 1 2 3 4 5 6

Terrors and Perils 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Topography 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Tracker 1 2 3 4

Twist of Fate 1 2 3 4

Venedian Path 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Wyrdglass Reveals 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Wyrd Harvest 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

STATUS SHEET
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Start Here!
THIS OPEN & PLAY GUIDE HELPS YOU SET UP A SIMPLE SINGLE-PLAYER 

ADVENTURE AND WALKS YOU THROUGH IT STEP BY STEP. BUILT FOR 

APPROXIMATELY 1-2 HOURS OF PLAY, IT USES ONLY ONE CHARACTER 

AND INCLUDES NO SPOILERS FOR THE MAIN CAMPAIGN. THE PURPOSE 

OF THIS OPEN & PLAY IS TO GIVE YOU A GENERAL CONCEPT OF HOW 

THE GAME WORKS. DON'T WORRY IF SOME ELEMENTS OF THE CARDS 

OR SOME PARTS OF THE RULES ARE LEFT UNEXPLAINED – THEY ARE 

NOT USED IN THIS ADVENTURE AND WILL BE EXPLAINED AT THE START 

OF THE FULL GAME.

KI NG S O F RU I N

It wasn't supposed t
o end like that.

Right about now, you should have bee
n drinking mead with the rest 

of your warband, cou
n�ng the gold you ea

rned, and telling tal
l tales 

of your deeds during
 your �rst battle.

Instead, you're runn
ing for your life alon

e, lugging your heavy
 

equipment up a steep mountain pass while your lungs almost burst 

�om exer�on.
As you approach the t

op, the dawn comes behind you, but it
 brings 

no hope. The sun rises dimly in the east, obscur
ed by the smoke 

coming �om the land you just le
 . The land you failed to

 defend.

On your cheeks, tears 
mix with ash. The taste of failure is

 more 

bitter than the choki
ng air the wind pushes up the pa

th. The 

Ironwall Brigade lost. Lothian, Avalon's most civilized human 

kingdom, is overrun by hord
es of wyrd-warped humans. You've seen 

many of your close �iends die, and others
 scattered to the winds in 

all direc�ons. You pa
use and look back, bu

t neither allies nor e
nemies 

have followed you into the mountains. Are they all dead?

"Gerdwyn?"
You wheel around, bringing

 your crossbow up. It takes you a 
second 

to remember this massive weapon is now useless. Most of your bolts 

were spent in the batt
le and the last few you let loose at the 

foot 

of this path to keep 
the wyrd-warped at bay. 

You sling the weapon 

back and grab the kn
ife instead. A tall shape emerges �om the 

shadow be�een the rocks.

"Gerdwyn, it's me," the man says. "The commander le  me here 

to direct any survivo
rs. There's a boat wai�ng

 by the pier near th
e 

Slavepath. We'll use it to get ever
yone to safe�."

So, there is hope a 
er all! Some of your brothers a

nd sisters are 

alive and even found 
a way to get out of t

his place.

You need to rejoin them
. A er all, they’re the onl

y family you ever had.

1. UNPACK YOUR MODELS1. UNPACK YNPACK YNPACK O YO Y UR MR MR

Gerdwyn 2 waystone models

To start, take the Gerdwyn Character model, and 2 waystone models out 

of the box and place them in front of you. There are 4 Characters available 

in the game – unlikely heroes, each with their own purpose, bound by the 

same direction they travel, and the same fear, but for this Tutorial, you play 

as Gerdwyn.

The strange statues are the WAYSTONES. Their origin and gameplay func-

tion will be explained during your adventure, but for now you should know 

that waystones protect the people of Avalon from the corrupting power of 

wyrdness and keep the game’s double-sided Location cards safe to Travel 

and Explore.

Gerdwyn’s high Health and easy-to-play Combat are a perfect combina-

tion for your first experience. 

2. PREPARE MARKERS & TOKENS

Red universal MARKERS are used in many different ways through-

out the game. Take some out of the box and set them aside in a pile.

Apart from the markers, you will need a couple of TIME MARKERS

(plastic pieces that resemble an hourglass). Place them next to the 

universal markers.

Three hundred years ago, a giant �eet le� the Homelands, seeking 
refuge �om the plague that ravaged the old world. At its helm stood 
Arthur, the One True King. He led the remnants of humani� to the one 
place he knew was safe: an island beyond the mists, revealed to him in his 
dreams – Avalon. 

But dreams are �ckle things. Arthur did not know the island already 
had its masters. He did not know about the wyrdness that shrouded 
Avalon, the primal power of change capable of warping human minds 
and bodies. 

As his �eet approached the island, heavy storms broke it apart. 
Most ships landed on the eastern coast, together with Arthur, 
his court, Merlin, and most of the Round Table. A new Kamelot 
was founded there, wars were lost and won, and many heroes arose.

This is not your part of the story.
Your ancestors were the unlucky few who crash-landed in the west, 

on a remote part of Avalon, cut o� �om the king by clouds 
of wyrdness, high mountain ranges, and the enemy capital, Tuathan.

Yet, your people survived, clinging to strips of desolate land 
and forging their small, tribal kingdoms. In the years that followed, 
three great heroes were born �om their struggles. One by one, 
they traveled east, hoping to �nd the One True King.

Their journey transformed them, imbuing them with powers not 
intended for mortals. One by one, they failed to �nd Arthur. One by one, 
they returned to your lands, drowning them in chaos, and earned themselves 
a new name: The Kings of Ruin. The sparse ne�ork of waystones – 
ancient mileposts that repulsed wyrdness and allowed safe travel – 
su�ered in their wake. Many stones were shattered. Others drowned 
in mist too deep for anyone to �nd and ac�vate them again.

And this brings us to you.
You seemed to be born under a lucky star – a quiet child of rich 

Lothian mead makers who could a�ord to hire you a tutor instead 
of sending you to work in the �elds. You were smart. Talented. 

ELGAN

THE CANDLEMAKER
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MAKER

Three hundred years ago, a giant �eet le� the Homelands, seeking refuge �om the plague that ravaged the old world. At its helm stood Arthur, the One True King. He led the remnants of humani� to one place he knew was safe: an island beyond the mists, revealed to him in his dreams – Avalon.
But dreams are �ckle things. Arthur did not know the island already had its masters. He did not know about the wyrdness that shrouded Avalon, the primal power of change capable of warping human minds and bodies.As his �eet approached the island, heavy storms broke it apart. Most ships landed on the eastern coast, together with Arthur, his court, Merlin, and most of the Round Table. A new Kamelot was founded there, wars were lost and won, and many heroes arose.This is not your part of the story.Your ancestors were the unlucky few who crash-landed in the west, on a remote part of Avalon, cut o� �om the king by clouds of wyrdness, high mountain ranges, and the enemy capital, Tuathan. Yet, your people survived, clinging to strips of desolate land and forging their small tribal kingdoms. In years that followed, three great heroes were born out of their struggles. One by one, they traveled east, hoping to �nd the One True King.Their journey transformed them, imbuing them with powers not intended for mortals. One by one, they failed to �nd Arthur. One by one, they returned to your lands, drowning them in chaos, and earned themselves a new name: The Kings of Ruin. The sparse ne�ork of waystones – ancient mileposts that repulsed wyrdness and allowed safe travel – su�ered in their wake. Many stones were shattered. Others drowned in mist too deep for anyone to �nd and ac�vate them again.And this brings us to you.A battleborn daughter of a sellsword regiment – your mother, a camp kitchen wench, bore you in the midst of a siege. She could not a�ord to leave her life in a traveling warband, and she had no one else to care for you, yet she was adamant you should not grow into one 
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COMBAT

OSBERT

 

 ore t e emy 
Response.

ter  .

HAGGLING

IUNIS

FLURRY OF BLOWS

 ose  or  . 

e  r e o  t s r . 

y  r e  

G  
y  r e  

 or e ery  r s 

 t e e e e. e  .

 

110

THE HANGING TRAIL

109

105

 o  erse .

The ornate bolts of dark iron 

were already embedded in the hillside 

when humans came to Avalon, 

but it was humans who used them 

to suspend their rickety bridges.

KING’S PASS

110

109

127 111

Draw and resolve a blue Encounter.

2  REST AND RECOVER: 

y  Food or  Wealth to    ose .

After many years, the pass is open once more!

Draw and resolve a blue Encounter.

 or  

After many years, the pass is open once more!

150

110

STONETEETH KNOLLS

111

2  HUNT AMONG KNOLLS:
G   Food. Draw and resolve 

a purple Encounter.

Grassy knolls standing north of the trail bear irregular crowns of sharp, stone teeth.

ST

G   

Grassy knolls standing north of the trail bear irregular crowns of sharp, stone teeth.

Draw and resolve a green Encounter.

2 TRADE WITH THE TRAVELERS:

G   Wealth.

Each crude wooden totem is a reminder 

of a traveler who never came back from 

a journey to another part of Avalon. 

People light small candles at their feet 

to keep their memory alive.

110

CANDLEGROVE VALE

127

1 11 1 2 2 4 8

I T E M

CONSUMABLE

E

M

During Diplomacy:
 t s r  

 y 1 Magic
to  or ose 1 .

Relic

HOLY DRAUGHT
I

CONC

I T E M

A

YOU ARE DYING!
(SOLO)

YYOU ARE DYING!
(SOLO)

YOU ARE
GOING INSANE!

ELGAN

 

 e  on this card.

.

If this card is , 
s r   r  

from your hand.

REFRESHING
CANDLEIUNIS

SUPPORT

 e  r e 

o   ose  r .

ter  .

 

 ose
 ose

 ose
 ot e s ose

oot   Food.

6
WYRDWALKERTURTLE

Opportunity: , , 

One of the few wild beasts unafraid of wyrdness, as its shell protects from natural and supernatural threats alike.

 ose

 ose ose
 ose

 ose
 ot
 ose

oot   Food

Opportunity:

One of the few wild beasts unafraid of wyrdness, as its shell protects from natural and supernatural threats alike.

 ose

 ose

 ose

 ot
 ose

ENCOUNTER

1

ELGAN

 

106

 e  on this card for each .
Each time you play a , remo e  from this card to gain .

STRENGTHENINGCANDLE

 

ose
 
 ose
 

20
RECLAIMER

ter   yo  re ot  yr orm  ose 
  yo  re ot 

.
yo ose remo e ysto erom t s o t o .

Opportunity: , , 
oot   Magic,   Magic.

 ose
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Prepare the Event deck:

Find all Parts of Chapter  and stack them face down 

from  (bottom) to  (top).

Shuffle the Random Event deck.

Now, follow the instructions on the back of this card.
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Build your three initial Encounter decks (blue, green, purple). haracter
Use all cards with 

 haracters
Use all cards with ,

Shuffle the Encounter decks.
You are now ready to play Chapter  of the Kings of Ruin campaign!
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e rst r e  o  e  r ter r  t s y osts 1  less.Experienced travelers know how to make the most of decent weather while it lasts.

EATHER
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COMBAT ENCOUNTERS

STARTING COMBAT

•  r   r s rom t e omb t e . o  m y e r .

• e  t e emy r ts.

I. PICK THE ACTIVE CHARACTER

II. CHARACTER ACTIVATION

e ye  b t es  remo e  rom e  omb t r  

 reso e  if you removed the last .

y  r s  y  or more omb t r s rom 

your hand (additional cards require  Bonus).

» If you didn’t play any cards, 
resolve the Opportunity attack.

» At any time you may Escape Ö proceed to 

se   ter t t e  t e o ter.

III. ENEMY ATTACK

• Resolve the Attack on the Encounter card.

IV. CHECK READINESS

• If each Party member Activated, go to phase V (End Turn). 

Otherwise, go back to phase I (Pick the Active Character).

V. END TURN

• Discard –  s r  o  to  r s  .

• Draw – : . Skip if you Panic.

• Clear Activations – Remove all  from the Character Trays.

• Start a new Turn – go to phase I (Pick the Active Character).

VICTORY CHECK

• If at any moment the number of markers in the Combat Pool 

is higher than or equal to the Encounter’s Value, you win!
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your hand (additional cards require 

If you didn’t play any cards, 
resolve the Opportunity attack.

At any time you may Escape 
se   ter t t e  t e o ter.

ACK

Resolve the Attack on the Encounter card.

DINESS

If each Party member Activated, go to phase V (End Turn). 

Otherwise, go back to phase I (Pick the Active Character).

 s r  o  to  r s  .

. Skip if you Panic.

Clear Activations – Remove all 

Start a new Turn – go to phase I (Pick the Active Character).

HECK

If at any moment the number of markers in the Combat Pool 

is higher than or equal to the Encounter’s Value, you win!
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I. GENERAL:

ÖEnergy

ÖHealth

ÖTerror

ÖDraw a Card

ÖDiscard the last card 
from the Sequence
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card in a Turn

ÖEnemy Attack/ 
Response

ÖTriggers when
placed

ÖTriggers when 
the last  is removed

ÖDamage

ÖUnpreventable 
Damage

?x ÖFree Key multiplier

ÖConnected
Attribute Key

ÖConnected
Magic Key

ÖM t e e t es to 
each Party member)

ÖAction Icon

ÖUniversal / Combat 
Pool marker

II. MAP SPECIFIC:
ÖWyrdness

ÖClear

ÖSettlement 

ÖVisions

ÖResolve immediately 
ter e ter  

the Location

III. DIPLOMACY
SPECIFIC:

ÖMove the marker 
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ÖDuration
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ORDER OF THE DAY

I. START OF THE DAY

Ö eso e t rt o  t e y e e ts.

Ö emo e    rom e  r .

Ö  o t o s t t o ’t e  ysto e to t e  s e.

Ö t te G r s.

Ö e r t e t e e ts re  e e t ).

ÖReveal and read a new Event card.

II. DURING THE DAY

Ö Players perform Actions in any order until 

everyone decides to end the Day.

III. END OF THE DAY

Ö eso e  o  t e y e e ts.

Ö est   yo  re ste   , 

otherwise place your 
est   yo  re ste   

 marker on the starting slot 

(remember your 
otherwise place your 

 can't surpass your 
 marker on the starting slot 

 limiter).

Ö e o er  o  m y y  Food once to gain e o er  o  m y y  
 

e o er  o  m y y  
  ose 

e o er  o  m y y  
.

Ö er rom yr ess  ose    .

Ö Advance your Character by paying Exp.

ÖModify your decks.

Ö If you’re in a Location with the 

icon, you may read the Visions.

Ö Start the next Day (go to Stage I).  
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Loot:  o  erse .

Opportunity: , 

Impact – place the top card from Claudyne's deck
at the end of the Sequence and resolve it. 
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CARDS

TOKENS

OVERSIZED CARDS: OTHER

STANDARD CARDS:

SMALL CARDS:

1 SECRET ENVELOPE

48 SKILL TOKENS5 COMPANION STANDEES 21 GUARDIAN STANDEES4 CHARACTER TRAYS
WITH REMOVABLE TILES

74 LOCATION CARDS 1 DIPLOMACY TRACKER 1 COMBAT POOL TRACKER

38 SECRET CARDS77 STORY EVENT
CARDS

82 ITEM CARDS

38 PURPLE ENCOUNTER
CARDS

38 BLUE ENCOUNTER
CARDS

1 OPEN & PLAY DECK

18 RANDOM EVENT
CARDS

9 STATUS CARDS 219 SECRET CARDS
(THIS DECK CONTAINS MANY
HIDDEN ELEMENTS – DO NOT
LOOK AT IT OR SHUFFLE IT!)

60 BASIC COMBAT
AND DIPLOMACY CARDS

80 ADVANCED COMBAT
AND DIPLOMACY CARDS

46 GREEN ENCOUNTER
CARDS

7 HELP CARDS 18 KING OF RUIN CARDS
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SIMPLE GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW
During a standard game of Tainted Grail, you will spend most of your time 
journeying across the dangerous island of Avalon. Your Character will 
Travel from one Location card to another, spending Energy and revealing 
more Locations. Some of these Locations will be covered in wyrdness that 
needs to be dispelled by activating waystones or using other means that 
often involve spending resources.

At many points, you will Explore the Locations you visit. This will throw 
you into the middle of a non-linear, branching storyline, contained in the 
Exploration Journal that often changes the game world around you, swap-
ping some of the Location cards for their different versions or granting you 
game-altering statuses or Secret cards. Many interactions open up only 
after certain events, and seeing everything during a single playthrough 
is impossible! Do not worry if you must skip past some unavailable options. 
You will often have the opportunity to return to them later.

At some point, your day will end, giving your Character a chance to rest and 
recover. At the start of next day, a new Event card will be revealed, pushing 
the time forward. The more Characters there are in the game, the less time 
you have before the negative consequences begin to mount!

While playing, you will also stumble upon many random Encounters. 
To resolve them, you will use your Combat and Diplomacy decks, as well 
as your tactical Skills. Over time, your Character will advance, letting you 
expand and optimize your two decks, gain interesting Skills, raise your 
Attributes, and – eventually – reach parts of the island that you would 
not have reached otherwise, until you finally complete your current story 
Chapter or arrive at the end of the Campaign.

That is unless you first succumb to death or insanity. Their shadow will 
hang above you right from the start. After all, Avalon is not the most wel-
coming place…

When you return, you will hopefully be wiser and better prepared!

HOW TO USE THIS RULEBOOK
In this rulebook you will find all rules needed to play Tainted Grail: Kings 
of Ruin. The rulebook is divided into ten sections:

. ampai n Setup  which will help you start your adventure. 

2. Playin  the ame  which explains the day structure and players’ Actions.

. Exploration ournal  which explains and teaches how to use the Explo-
ration Journal.

. ore Rules (written in alphabetic order), which provides additional in-
formation about all core aspects of the game.

. ombat  which explains and teaches how to resolve Combat Encounters.

. iplomacy, which explains and teaches how to resolve Diplomacy En-
counters.

  . ombat and iplomacy Examples, which will show you step by step 
how a typical Encounter is resolved.

. Alternative Modes  which explains how to increase or decrease the dif-
ficulty of the game.

. Secret Rules  which shouldn’t be read until instructed. Here you will 
find information about new mechanics that unfold as the game progresses, 
such as the Kings of Ruin.

INTRODUCTION
Tainted Grail: Kings of Ruin is a story-rich cooperative game for 1-4 players set in a grim universe that blends Arthurian legends and Celtic mythology 
with the unique, dark vision of Awaken Realms’ artists and writers.

Each player controls one of four unlikely heroes. Chased by the encroaching, twisted power of the wyrdness, fighting an uneven battle against depleting 
resources and challenging Encounters, these Characters set out to achieve the impossible – and may easily die before their journey is concluded. 

Three hundred years ago, a giant �eet le� the Homelands, seeking refuge �om the plague that ravaged the old world. At its helm stood Arthur, the One True King. He led the remnants of humani� to the one place he knew was safe: an island beyond the mists, revealed to him in his dreams – Avalon. But dreams are �ckle things. Arthur did not know the island already had its masters. He did not know about the wyrdness that shrouded Avalon, the primal power of change capable of warping human minds and bodies. As his �eet approached the island, heavy storms broke it apart. Most ships landed on the eastern coast, together with Arthur, his court, Merlin, and most of the Round Table. A new Kamelot was founded there, wars were lost and won, and many heroes arose.This is not your part of the story.
Your ancestors were the unlucky few who were ship-wrecked in the west, on a remote part of Avalon, cut o� �om their king by clouds of wyrdness, high mountain ranges, and the enemy capital, Tuathan.
Yet, your people survived, clinging to strips of desolate land and forging their small, tribal kingdoms. In the years that followed, three great heroes were born �om their struggles. One by one, they traveled east, hoping to �nd the One True King.Their journey transformed them, imbuing them with powers not intended for mortals. One by one, they failed to �nd Arthur. One by one, they returned to your lands, drowning them in chaos, and earned themselves a new name: The Kings of Ruin. The sparse ne�ork of waystones – ancient mileposts that repulsed wyrdness and allowed safe travel – su�ered in their wake. Many stones were shattered. Others drowned in mist too deep for anyone to �nd and ac�vate them again.
Now, as a slim hope of uni�ng what was broken appears, you set your foot on a long-lost trail. Where will it lead you?

olden Rules of Tainted rail

. Whenever a card’s text di-
rectly contradicts rules found 
in this rulebook, the card takes 
precedence.
2. If several effects trigger ex-
actly at the same time, or have 
more than 1 available target, 
players are free to choose the 
target/the order themselves.

. If you’re unsure how to re-
solve a particular effect, do so 
in a way that is the most bene-
ficial for the players – or makes 
the most thematic sense.
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CHARACTERS
There are four Characters included in the game. Below, you can find their general overview.

erdwyn – A heavily-armored arbalist from a famous mercenary group, 
Gerdwyn travels with her heavy equipment that may sometimes be bur-
densome. However, she also brings the ability to hunt dangerous monsters 
from afar. 

Her Combat is simple to play and features devastating but infrequent at-
tacks that may require some setup. She also offers one of the best dam-
age-prevention cards among all Characters in the game. 

In Diplomacy, Gerdwyn is somewhat impulsive. Her deck allows her to gain 
value from discarding and removing Diplomacy cards. This allows Gerd-
wyn to get by in negotiations, but her teammates may not always be happy 
with some of her plays.

Gerdwyn is a good choice for anyone looking for a simple but effective com-
bat-oriented Character or a tank who could take the hardest hits. She's also 
a good pick for players wanting to approach Diplomacy from a different 
perspective.

sbert – A trickster and a gambler who travels the world with his compan-
ion – a weasel named Clyfar.

Osbert's craftiness allows him to create simple Items that help in many sit-
uations, but at the same time, as the most frail of all Characters, he must be 
particularly wary of monsters roaming the world.

Thanks to a lifetime spent as a traveling performer, he's a master of diplo-
macy and cunning tricks who features a variety of options for every Diplo-
matic situation. He even has ways to make the encounters more profitable.
His Combat is the opposite, focused more on evasion, and playing around 
the enemy attacks, though it does feature few precise, powerful effects that 
require some work to pull off.

Osbert is a good choice if you want to pursue Diplomatic solutions or you 
like powerful effects that require careful planning.

El an – A master of the strange art of infusing tallow candles with magic, 
Elgan is a stray wanderer who wishes to return home to his family.

He can light the way through wyrdness by producing Wyrdcandles, but 
navigating the mists without them can take a toll on his mind. 

During both Combat and Diplomacy, his primary role is to utilize his as-
sortment of magic candles – their effects, though not immediate, can be 
very powerful. However, he can also lean both on his traveling knowledge 
and empathy. 

Elgan is a self-sufficient and well-rounded Character whose Combat and 
Diplomacy decks do not require learning two different playstyles. He can 
also be developed to provide strong support to other Characters. However, 
correctly utilizing timers on his cards may be necessary to bring out his full 
potential. 

Iunis – Once a queen of the arena, now a runaway slave. With her natural 
Fomorian toughness and regenerative abilities, Iunis can survive even the 
most dire of situations, though traveling human lands is sometimes dan-
gerous for a member of her race. 

Her love of the theater and her stage talent, honed in a gladiatorial school, 
make Iunis a decent diplomat; she excels in turning losing arguments 
to her advantage. The worse the situation, the better her cards.

In Combat, years in the arena made her a great but reckless warrior. Her 
cards frequently allow her to pay with Health for powerful effects.

While playing Iunis, balancing your Health level and using it to your advan-
tage is essential. She is a perfect pick for players who enjoy playing longer 
sequences of cards and do not worry about sacrificing some of their re-
sources. She is more focused on Combat but can also opt into a more Dip-
lomatic playstyle.

Recommended Pairs

In two-player games, 
we recommend pairing Elgan 
with Iunis or Gerdwyn with 
Osbert, as their personal story 
objectives are concluded 
in the same region.
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CHARACTER SETUP
Each player completes the following steps separately. 

. hoose your haracter. Read the Character’s starting letter. Then, take 
this Character’s cardboard Tray and model.

2. Mark the startin  levels of your Ener y  and Terror . Find the 
and  tracks on your Character Tray. Place universal markers in the start-
ing slots of these tracks, highlighted by two red chevrons.

. Place the ealth  marker in the startin   track slot. It is also high-
lighted with two red chevrons.

Note: The L-shape of the marker will help you remember the effect your  has on the 
track (see: “Playing the Game” section on page 8). 

. Mark your startin  Attributes and Resources. Place universal markers 
in slots marked with red chevrons under the Attribute names (

) on your Character Tray.

Characters also start with some resources. Place that many universal mark-
ers in the appropriate slots on your Character Tray.
El an – 2 ood and 1 Ma ic

erdwyn – 2 ood and 1 ealth
Iunis – 3 ood

sbert – 1 ood, 1 ealth, and 1 Ma ic

. reate your card ombat and iplomacy starter decks. Find the 
10 Basic Combat and 10 Basic Diplomacy cards with the name of your 
Character and the letter “B” in the card number on the bottom.

Shuffle these decks separately and place them to the left (Combat) and right 
(Diplomacy) of your Character Tray.

The rest of the cards with your Character’s name (with the letter "A" in the card 
number) are your Advancement Pools. Place these cards behind the Advance-
ment Pool dividers and store them in the Character compartments in the box.

WORLD SETUP
After all players have set up their Characters, follow the steps below.

. Set the startin  ocation. The starting Location for the Kings of Ruin 
campaign is Location card . Place the starting Location in the middle 
of your play area, clear-side up ( ), and place models of all Characters 
chosen in the Character Setup on this card.

. uild the startin  section of the map. Check the Direction Key on the 
top edge of your Starting Location. Find the Location card with the corre-
sponding Location number ( 2) and attach it to the Direction Key, wyrd-
ness-side up ( ). Leave the rest of the Location deck on the table. Remem-
ber to leave plenty of space as your map can quickly expand.

. Prepare the Secret and Item decks. Take all Item “A” cards, “Consumable” 
Item cards, and small Secret cards. Place them in separate decks on the 
table. Shuffle both Item decks and leave the Secret deck unshuffled. Place 
all medium Secret cards in the World Save box, placing the Secret deck di-
viders in the correct places.

Medium Secrets

1

ELGAN
105

 e  on this card.

 Gain .

 If there are any 
on this card, lose  less.

ANCIENT CANDLE

 

Each medium sized Secret card has its number depicted 
in the top-left corner of its front side. You should never
search this deck unless clearly instructed to take a certain 
card. Whenever you search this deck it’s recommended to 

only look at the banner with the Secret number (use the front card of the 
Secret deck to cover any additional information found on these cards).

. Take one fresh Status sheet. You will use it to mark Statuses gathered by 
your Party that permanently change the way some Locations and people 
respond to your group. On its back side there's also an additional space you 
can use for notes.

. istribute elp cards and prepare Status cards. Each player should 
receive one Order of the Day card with the Action list on the back. Leave 
remaining Help cards (Icon Glossary & Traits, Combat & Diplomatic En-
counters, and Story & Challenge mode) as well as “You Are Dying” and “You 
Are Going Insane” Status cards on the table.

. Prepare the Encounter cards. Take all Encounters and sort them by the 
color on their backs into three piles. You will use these piles to build your 
Encounter decks in step 13.

2. Prepare markers and dice. Place Time, Quest, and universal markers, 
as well as all dice on the table.

. Set up the rst hapter. Take the Exploration Journal and place it with-
in hand's reach. Take all Random Event cards, shuffle them, and place them 
on the side of your play area, (they will be added to Event deck later during 
play). Then, find the Chapter I Setup card and follow its instructions, start-
ing from the front side, to build the Event deck and Encounter decks. Any 
unused Encounters and Events should be placed back in the box behind 
corresponding dividers.

Note: After you complete each Chapter of the game, you will be asked to follow a new Setup 
card to prepare you for another Chapter and modify your Encounter decks, phasing out 
easier cards and introducing harder ones.

The final part of the Chapter I Setup card includes instructions that start 
the game. Follow them to begin your journey – but rst be sure to read 
the   Playin  the ame  Exploration ournal  and ore Rules  sections 
of this rulebook

CAMPAIGN SETUP
If you come back to a Campaign in progress, you don’t need to follow the full game setup below. Instead, go to the “Saving the Game” section 
on page 20.

haracter s Ability 
and eakness

Each Character has their own 
strengths and flaws displayed 
on their Character tile. 
A Character's Ability is usually 
an additional Action that 
you can perform during 
a Day. Character's Weakness 
is usually tied to Locations 
and your ability to Travel 
through the world.

Red hevrons

These chevrons indicate 
the starting positions 
of Character tracks 
and Attributes. 
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SETUP OVERVIEW
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ORDER OF THE DAY
The Day is the most important time unit in Tainted Grail, and represents 
a full round of the game. At the Start of the ay (stage I) a new day begins 
– it includes some upkeep tasks and reveals a new Event card. urin  the 

ay (stage II), Characters pay  to perform Actions until they agree to 
proceed to the End of the ay (stage III), where Characters Rest, read Vi-
sions, and Advance their decks.

In short, as you play Tainted Grail, you will continuously go through the 
three stages described below:

I. START OF THE DAY
Resolve these steps, in the following order:

. Resolve Start of the ay e fects. 

If there are any effects (on Items, Skills, etc.) that should take effect 
at the Start of the Day, resolve all of them at this point in any order chosen 
by the players.

2. Remove Time markers.

Remove 1  and 1  from each card that has at least 1 of them. 

. lip ocation cards to the wyrdness side.

Check each Location in play and flip all Locations that don’t have a way-
stone in one of their corners to their wyrdness side ( ).

Note: Flipping a Location doesn't cause  effects to trigger.

. Activate uardians.

Guardians are special, roaming Encounters. If there are any Guardians 
on the table, roll the Guardian die for each of them (in any order) and re-
solve the roll according to the rules found in the “Guardians” section of the 
Core Rules (Page 17).

. lear Active Events area.

Discard all non-Quest Events from the Active Events area. Random Event 
cards discarded this way are placed at the bottom of the Random Events 
pile. Special and Story Event cards are placed back in the box.

Note: Unlike regular Events that stay active for one Day, Events containing Quests remain 
on the table until the moment specified on their cards.

. Reveal a ew Event.

Reveal and read the top card of the Event deck. Then, move the revealed 
card to the Active Events area.

II. DURING THE DAY
Throughout this stage, players perform Actions, one at a time, in any order 
they agree on. Players may perform multiple Actions in a row, and they may 
change the order any time they wish. This continues until everyone agrees 
to proceed to stage III, End of the Day.

For Example: In a 3-player game, players can start with the order A, B, C but they can play 
the rest of the daily actions in another order such as: B, A, C, A or C, A, A, C, B.

Each available Action is marked with an Action icon that also indicates the 
cost of this Action. There are three main Action cost types:

?  To perform this Action you must pay the indicated Energy cost. 
To do it, move the marker that many slots down on the  track.

?  To perform this Action you must pay the indicated Health cost. 
To do it, move the marker that many slots down on the  track. If it would 
cause the marker to be above the  marker, move the  marker to be 
in the same line as the  marker.

?  To perform this Action you must pay the indicated Terror cost. 
To do it, move the marker that many slots up on the  track.

In all above cases, if you can't pay the Action cost fully (it would move the 
marker outside of available track spaces), you can't perform that Action.

A group of two or more Characters sharing the same Location may agree 
to take the same Action together, as a Party – see the Party rules written 
in blue.

The six most important Actions of the game can be found on the Action side 
of the Help card. They are:

0  Explore (only available in  Locations without a Guardian)

Every Location card in Tainted Grail contains plenty of lore, secrets, 
or tasks, and Exploration is your primary way of discovering them. 
The base cost of the E P RE Action is 0, but during Exploration some 
decisions and options have individual  costs. To Explore:

. Open the Journal to the page with the explored Location and start read-
ing from the top (see: “Exploration Journal” section on page 11).

2. When you read “Exploration ends”, close the Journal and continue per-
forming Actions during the Day (for example, you may Explore again).

In a Party  If you Explore as a Party, the cost of decisions and options 
doesn’t scale with the number of Party members (unless the cost specifical-
ly states “per Party member” or “per Character”).

1  Travel

After you pay , resolve these steps in the following order:

. Move your Character model to any Location card connected to your cur-
rent one (see: “Locations” on page 19). If two Locations are placed next to 
each other, but there are no Direction Keys connecting them, it means you 
can’t Travel from one to the other – usually due to mountain ranges, walls, 
wide rivers, and other natural features.

PLAYING THE GAME

Time Markers

There are 2 types of Time 
markers used in the game. 
Most of the time  is used 
to track timed Actions, 
while  is used to track 
story-related situations.

Events

To avoid clutter, it is recom-
mended that you keep the pile 
of Random Events close to the 
play area, and unused Story 
and Special Event cards 
in the box.
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2. As you arrive, check whether your new Location has an Instant icon ( ) 
anywhere on its face. Anything marked with this icon must be resolved 
as soon as you enter the Location.

Note: Some Locations have  icon near their  effect. This will limit how often this effect 
triggers (see: “Locations” on page 19).

. After resolving  effects (if any), check whether your Travel revealed any 
new Location cards. Find cards that match the Direction Keys on the edges 
of your new Location. Attach them to the corresponding Keys, with the cor-
rect side facing up: 

• If the Location card you are attaching doesn’t have a waystone in any 
of its corners, place the attached Location card  side up. 
• If the Location card you are attaching has at least one waystone in any 
of its corners, place that card  side up.

Note: After resolving an  effect, if you are no longer in Location you Traveled or moved to, 
do not attach any new Locations.

In a Party  The cost of Traveling scales to 1  per Party member. If you 
Travel as a Party, any  rules triggered by your new Location must be re-
solved as a Party as well!

Right before triggering the  rule, other Characters in the Location you 
Traveled to may join your Party to resolve the  rule as one Party. 

For Example: Player A decides to Travel to a Location where player B is already present. 
The text on the Location says “  Draw and resolve a purple Encounter.” Player B may join 
player A in a Party just before a purple Encounter is drawn, and take part in resolving it.

2  Activate a aystone

If the Location you are in has an empty waystone slot in any corner, it con-
tains an inactive waystone (see: “Waystones” on page 21) that may be Acti-
vated with this Action.

• Choose one of the following options:

• Pay 1 Ma ic per Character in the game and 1 ealth or ood per 
Character in the game.
• Offer the “Blood Price.” Pay 3  and gain 2  per Character in the 
game (for example with 4 Characters in the game, you would pay 12
and gain 8  and you must be able to gain this  fully).

• Place a waystone model in a chosen empty waystone slot on your Loca-
tion. Then, flip all wyrdness Locations that touch this waystone to their 

 side.

• If all waystone models are already on the table, take a waystone from 
any Location and place it in your Location.

In a Party  Activation costs can always be split between all Characters in the 
Party in any way, even paying  and gaining  through the “Blood Price.”.

0  hallen e a uardian (only available in a Location with a Guardian).

Some Encounters will roam the playable area in the game. Any time you are 
in a Location with a Guardian Encounter, you may challenge it:

• Start an Encounter with one chosen Guardian in your Location 
(see: “Combat” section on page 22 or “Diplomacy” section on page 27).

In a Party  You resolve this Encounter together.

?  ocation Action – see the cost on the Location card (only available 
in a Location without a Guardian).

Many Location cards contain one Action, clearly visible on their front. Perform-
ing this Action is possible whenever a Character is present in such Location.

Location Actions are important, as they often let you gather or exchange crit-
ical resources. Try to keep an eye on them and plan your Travels in advance!

Note: Some Locations have a  icon near their Location Action. This will limit how often 
such an Action may be performed (see: “Locations” on page 19).

In a Party  You may activate a Location Action as a Party. In this case, you 
pay the cost only once and receive the output of the Action once. However, 
players in the Party may help each other pay costs, splitting them any way 
they want, and if they trigger an Encounter, they resolve it as a Party too.

For Example: Two players use a Location Action that reads “ 2  Hunt: Gain 1 Food. 
Draw and resolve a green Encounter.” They split the cost between themselves and pay 1
each. Then, one of them gains 1 Food, they reveal an Encounter, and fight it as a Party.

?  haracter Ability  Secrets  Items  and Skills Actions – see the cost 
on the Character / Skill token or a Secret / Item card.

Every Character has a personal Ability on their Character tile. Some Items, 
Secrets, and Skills also provide your Character with additional Actions.

In a Party  Only your Character can use an Action from your Character tile, 
Secret card, Item card, and Skill token, but Party members may help pay 
the  cost. However, the Character performing this Action must ALWAYS 
pay at least 1 , , or  (as long as they are part of the Action cost).

Parties and Party Actions

In Tainted Grail, players are free to group as they see fit! You may travel, 
fight, and negotiate as a single Party, then go your separate ways, only for 
some of you to join back together to tackle a dangerous situation.

Whenever a Character takes an Action, other Characters in the same Lo-
cation may decide to join them. If the Character performing the Action 
agrees, all Characters form a Party and take this Action together – the de-
tailed rules depend on the type of Action.

All Characters in a Party are always referred to as Party members.

In a Party  If you’re in a Party with another Character, you may pay , , 
, ood, ealth, or Ma ic instead of another Party member! You may 

even cover the entire cost of the Action for all the other Party members. 
There’s only one exception: when performing an Action found on your Char-
acter tile, Skill, Secret card, or Item card, the owner of that Action must al-
ways pay some part of the cost.

eavin  a Party

Each Party Action must be taken and approved by all Party members. Any 
Character that does not want to take a specific Action with the rest of the 
Party must leave the Party before the Action begins. 

Important  You may not leave a Party in the middle of an Action. 

For Example: You can’t leave a Party when you make choices during Exploration.

If a Character gets removed from an Encounter that happens during Ex-
ploration (for example, due to the “You Are Dying!” card effect or Escap-
ing), they are temporarily removed from the Party (for the purposes of  : 
effects that affect each Party member), but after the Encounter is finished 
they immediately rejoin the Party and must continue the Exploration.

haracters in ame and Party 
Members

Some effects like the "Activate 
a Waystone" Action will count the 
number of Characters in game. 
This means an actual number 
of Characters in play, not only 
in the Party!

Other effects like "Travel" will 
count the number of Party mem-
bers. This means the number 
of Characters that are currently 
performing that Action as a Party.
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III. END OF THE DAY
When all players agree, the End of the Day begins. When this happens, 
resolve these steps, in the following order for every Character:

. Resolve End of the ay e fects. If there are any effects (on Items, Skills, 
etc.) that should take effect at the End of the Day, resolve all of them at this 
point in any order chosen by the players.

2. Rest.

• If you are not Exhausted – place your  marker on the starting slot 
of its track.
• If you are Exhausted – gain 4 .

. Recover. You may pay 1 ood once to gain 1 , gain an additional 1
and lose 1 .

. Su fer from wyrdness. If you are in a wyrdness Location ( ), lose 2
and gain 2 .

. Advance our haracter. If you have any Exp, you may pay them to raise 
your Attributes, gain new Skills, or add new Combat & Diplomacy cards to 
your deck (see: “Attributes & Character Advancement” on page 13).

. Modify our haracter s decks. You may customize your Combat and 
Diplomacy decks with any cards your Character has already gained. You 
can also remove any cards from your decks (you will be able to return them 
to your decks during future End of the Day steps). The cards that you re-
move from your deck DO NOT return to the Advancement Pool. Place them 
next to your Character Tray or in the Save compartment of your Character.

Important  Each deck must have at least 10 cards!

. Experience isions. If the Location you’re in has a , you may open the 
last page of this Location section of the Exploration Journal and read the 
Vision. All Characters in the same Location resolve Vision as a Party.

Reading Visions is not mandatory, so repeating the same Vision is not re-
quired, though it is recommended to read each Vision at least once.

Hint: Visions often provide helpful tips or reveal more of the lore and story.

. Start the ext ay.

hronicler optional

In games with 2-4 players, we suggest one player volunteer as the Chron-
icler. Apart from playing the game, the Chronicler becomes Tainted 
Grail’s equivalent of the Game Master and is responsible for:

 Reading (or retelling) paragraphs of the Exploration Journal aloud to oth-
er players.
 Performing upkeep tasks, such as revealing new Event cards, removing 

Time markers and rolling the Guardian die.
 Maintaining the Save sheet, marking any statuses gained by players, 

and checking the statuses when asked.
 Adding new Location cards and replacing or modifying Locations when 

the game requires it.
 Dealing Item and Secret cards from their decks.
 Breaking ties and making the final decision in any conflicting situations.

While the Chronicler has small gameplay impact and having one is not 
mandatory, choosing a single person to perform this role will reduce 
the time spent on upkeep and will lead to fewer mistakes. Additionally, 
listening to what other Characters go through in their exploration helps 
to keep the rest of the group occupied and immersed!

Ener y imit

Remember that your 
marker sets a limit of your 
maximum  – your 
marker can never move past 
your  limiter! 

Simultaneous Actions

To reduce downtime, a player 
involved in an Encounter 
might resolve it while the other 
players perform their own 
Actions. Additionally, 
the players should plan 
how to spend their Exp
or how to modify their Combat 
and Diplomacy decks 
in advance, in order to reduce 
downtime during the End 
of the Day stage.
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EXPLORATION JOURNAL STRUCTURE
Exploration Journal is divided into four sections, indicated by marks on the 
edge of each page: 

. ocations. Each Location has at least one page in this section of the Jour-
nal. Locations are sorted in ascending order, with their numbers on the 
edge of their pages for quick reference. 

2. ook of Secrets S . This section of the Exploration Journal contains 
many hidden interactions and spoiler-sensitive parts of the story.

. Echoes of Ruin E R . A small section that contains Memories of four 
main Characters used in the Echoes of Ruin expansion.

. Tutorial Exploration ournal TE . This section is only used in the Open 
& Play scenario of the game.

USING THE EXPLORATION JOURNAL
Refer to the Exploration Journal whenever you see this icon  in the game, 
perform the Explore Action, or you are instructed to go Character’s Memory. 
Be sure to only open the correct section!

Whenever you Explore a Location, start reading from the top of the first 
page of that Location. 

Whenever you are instructed to go to ( ) “Book of Secrets (BoS) Verse 
XXX”, find the mentioned Verse in the Book of Secrets section. All Verses 
are sorted in the ascending order. 

Whenever you are instructed to go to Character’s Memory X, find in in the 
Echoes of Ruin section.

When reading a Verse, all information in the Verse is available to you (such 
as costs of choices and even their effects). Information that should not be 
available to players (such as unpredictable outcomes of players’ decisions) 
will always be hidden behind redirections to other Verses.

hoices and Re uirements

Some Verses require you to choose one of several options. All choices in the 
Exploration Journal are marked with bullet points.

Some choices may be locked behind various requirements, like playing a spe-
cific Chapter. Sometimes you also need a specific Attribute, or a certain status. 
If a choice consists of few requirements all of them must be fulfilled.

In a Party: It’s enough for one Party member to fulfill the requirements. 
So if a choice requires Secret card  and at least 2 , and one Party mem-
ber has Secret card  and the other one has 2 , they may choose this 
option.

Requirements and choices may come in various types. It is important to 
note the exact wording of a requirement. 

EXPLORATION JOURNAL
These are examples of common types of requirements found in the Explo-
ration Journal:

• Requires all haracters – usually found in choices progressing story, 
all Characters must be in a Party to fulfill this requirement.
• Requires El an – one specific Character must be in a Party to fulfill this 
requirement.
• Requires the “ aint otion” part  status – you need a specific part of 
a specific status.
• Only if you don’t have the “ aint otion” part  status – you can’t have 
a specific part of a specific status.
• Requires at least 2  – your value of the depicted Attribute must be 
at least that high.
• Pay 1 ealth – discard that many resources or adjust your Character 
tracks accordingly.
• Only if you’re playing hapters 2  – you can choose this option only 
if your current Chapter is specified by the requirement.
• Requires Secret card  – one of the Party members must have the men-
tioned card.
• Only if there are no  on this Location – a specific amount of markers 
must be present in a specific Location.
• Requires at least 3  or at least 3  – only one of those requirements 
must be fulfilled.

Automatic Redirections

Some parts of the Journal automatically send you to other Verses, depend-
ing on your statuses, your Attributes, or other variables. It is essential to 
follow these prompts immediately. They follow the same requirements pat-
terns as choices but are mandatory.

For Example: The first line of Verse you visit reads: “If you have the ‘Kingslayer’ status, 
go to Verse 10.” You check your Status sheet and see that you have this status. You must 
go to Verse 10 immediately, and shouldn’t read any text beyond this line!

Rolls and hecks

Several Verses found in the Exploration Journal contain a random element – 
usually, they require you to roll a six-sided die and add your Attribute or 
other modifiers. When in a Party, always use the highest Attribute level 
available among the Party members. DO NOT add the attributes from mul-
tiple Characters.

For Example: Elgan (1 ) and Gerdwyn (2  ) are asked to roll a die and add their . 
The die shows 1, so the final result is 3 (1 plus the highest  value in the Party, which is 2).

Rollin  a ie

Unless otherwise specified, 
any effect that asks you 
to "roll a die" requires you 
to roll a standard d6 
and read its value. 
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idden ontent

During the campaign, sometimes you will stumble upon a colored area 
(red, blue) with the Journal text obscured under it. Reading these sections 
is only possible after you find the appropriate plastic color reveal Filter. 
From the moment you obtain it, any time you come across hidden content 
in the Verse you are reading, place the matching color Filter on it to de-
cipher it. The only exceptions are paragraphs marked as "Hints." It's your 
choice whether to read them or try to figure everything out on your own. 

If you don’t have the matching color Filter, you only read the part of the 
Verse that isn’t hidden!

Rewards and Payments

When Exploring, Characters often gain resources, lose resources, or pay 
with resources. Each time a reward scales with the number of Characters, 
it’s clearly indicated. 

For Example: A Party of 3 Characters solves a quest and receives a reward: “Gain 
1 Wealth and 1 Item. Each Character gains 1 Exp.” This means the Party first receives 
1 Wealth resource and 1 Item card to share among them. Then, each Character in the game 
receives 1 Exp point.

Characters should always try to share the loot in a way that’s both fair and max-
imizes their potential. If they can’t agree, the Chronicler makes the final call.

ote  There is an important difference between pay and lose keywords. 
If a Character doesn’t have enough resources to cover the required pay-
ment, they cannot pick an option that requires them to pay. However, 
if a choice causes a loss, the Character may always select it – the loss simply 
subtracts a certain number from their current resources, even if they are 
insufficient (or equal to 0). 

For Example: A character with 3 Wealth may pick an option that says: “Lose 4 Wealth”, 
but they cannot pick an option that says “Pay 4 Wealth.”

Ener y ost

During Exploration, some options have a set Energy cost. The cost is the 
first icon in the option, before the option’s name and effect.

In this case, if a Character or Party wants to choose an option with 2
cost, they must pay 2 . 

In a Party  This cost does not scale with the number of Characters in the 
Party. You may split this cost between Party members in any way you like.

Encounters in the ournal

Sometimes your choices in the Exploration Journal trigger an Encounter. 
Whenever it happens, find it following the instructions from “Encounters” 
section (page 16). After resolving such Encounter be sure to check Explora-
tion Journal for further instructions.

In a Party  Encounters in a Party follow the the standard Encounter rules, 
with the exception of losing such Encounters.

When any Party member Escapes such an Encounter, or drops to 0  and 
gains a “You Are Dying” card (or fulfills any other present losing conditions), 
they are temporarily removed from the Party (for the purposes of : 
effects that affect each Party member), but after the Encounter is finished 
they immediatelly rejoin the Party and whole Party must continue the 
Exploration.

Endin  Exploration

Whenever you reach the “Exploration ends” sentence, close the Exploration 
Journal. 

During Exploration, players cannot split the Party or end the Exploration 
on their own in any way.

If you haven’t seen everything in this Location, don’t worry – you can always 
start a new Explore Action and go to the initial choices again.

isions

If a Location card contains a seal next to its name, its last Journal page will 
contain a respective Vision. During End of the Day, Characters in such 
Locations may read those Visions. They are always resolved as a Party and can 
be read once per Day in a given Location, but can occur in several Locations 
at the same time.

Whenever you reach the “The Vision ends” sentence, close the Explora-
tionJournal.

PLAYERS’ NOTES
We recommend you take notes. Sometimes you won’t be able to progress 
through certain interactions because of insufficient resources or Attri-
butes. Writing down the Location’s number and required conditions can 
help you remember where to return in the future.

Writing down important names or lore can also help you throughout 
the game.

ournal E fects Scalin

Any time Characters are 
instructed to gain, pay, or lose 
a resource in the Journal, 
they will see one of the fol-
lowing 3 types of statements. 
Please note the differences 
between them:

• ain 2 ealth – it means 
the Party gains 2 ealth 
and may distribute it 
between themselves.

• Each Party member ains 
 ealth – it means each 

Character in the Party gains 
1 ealth (a Character 
Exploring alone is also 
considered a single Party 
member in that case).

• Each haracter ains  ealth
– it means each Character 
in the game (regardless 
of whether they are in the 
current Party) gains 1 ealth.
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ATTRIBUTES
& CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT
These six basic Attributes, divided into three opposing pairs, are what de-
fine your Character. 

A ression  Empathy

oura e  aution

Practicality  Spirituality

Your Attributes are used during various Encounters and may open up dif-
ferent story events or solutions when Exploring Locations. After you raise 
any Attribute to 2, you unlock a possibility of obtaining a powerful Skill.

Experience

Experience points (Exp) are the primary means of Character Advancement. 
During End of the Day you may pay Exp in order to raise Attributes, gain 
new Skills, or gain new Combat and Diplomacy cards.

Raisin  Attributes

High Attributes are necessary for success in Combat, Diplomacy, and At-
tribute checks frequently used in Exploration. At the same time, trying 
to raise all Attributes is increasingly expensive and will prevent your Char-
acter from reaching the highest Attribute values.

The current value of your Attributes is represented by red markers in the 
Attribute's slots on your Character Tray. At the start of the game, each Char-
acter has only two slots for every Attribute, leaving them with a maximum 
Attribute value of 2. To raise Attributes higher you will first have to gain 
a corresponding Skill, as each Skill token comes with a slot for one additional 
Attribute point.

The cost of raising Attributes depends on the total value of Attributes 
in the Attribute pair (see the list of pairs at the start of this section). It equals 
2 Exp + 1 Exp for each point of Attributes in the Attribute pair.

For Example:

Raising your  Attribute when you have 0  and 0  costs 2 Exp.

Raising your  when you have 0  and 1  costs 3 Exp.

Raising your  when you have 2  and 0  costs 4 Exp and requires you to have 
an additional Attribute slot from the  Skill.

ainin  Skills

If you have an Attribute raised to its current maximum, you may gain a Skill 
of the same type. To do this, pay the appropriate amount of Exp (see below), 
and find all your personal Skill tokens bearing this Attribute’s icon. Then, 
pick one token and attach it to the appropriate edge of your Character Tray.

Skill tokens are double-sided, containing two mutually exclusive Skills. 
Whenever you gain a Skill, you must choose one side and forfeit the other. 

For Example: At the start of the game, Iunis’s Attributes are 2 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 
0 , 1  so she can only gain a  Skill.

After buying a  Skill, she can only buy the second  Skill, if she first fills the third 
slot of the  Attribute.

The cost of gaining Skills depends on the total number of Skills in an At-
tribute pair. It equals 4 Exp + 4 Exp for each Skill in a pair of opposing 
Attributes.
For Example: Gaining a  Skill when you have 1  Skill and 1  Skill costs 12 Exp.

Advancin  ombat or iplomacy ecks

Advancing your Combat and Diplomacy decks is the main way of acquiring 
new cards and broadening your capabilites in Combat and Diplomacy.

To Advance your Combat or Diplomacy deck, pay 2 Exp. Then, choose 
either your Combat or Diplomacy Advancement Pool and draw 3 cards 
from it. Pick 1 of them and shuffle it into your deck. Shuffle the remaining 
2 cards back into the Advancement Pool.

You may swap cards you own in and out of your deck at each End of the Day 
(see: “End of the Day” on page 10).

CORE RULES
(ALPHABETIC ORDER)

Advancement Pool

During the setup of the game 
your Advancement Pools con-
sist of all Advanced Combat 
and Diplomacy cards 
(all cards with letter A in their 
bottom-right corner). 
Throughout the game, 
you may buy cards 
from these pools.
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CHARACTER TRACKS
Three tracks on your Character Tray are especially important, because 
nearly everything you do in the game affects them.

 E ER  – your basic stamina that renews each day.

Most in-game activities (see “During the Day” on page 8) deplete your . 
Wounds and afflictions limit your  too: when limping along half-dead, 
you won’t be able to do as much as you would when healthy and rested 
(see:  HEALTH below).

The last slot of the  track is red. If the marker reaches it, you become 
Exhausted. This will negatively influence your performance and make you 
regenerate less  (see: “End of the Day” on page 10). Despite that, Ex-
hausting yourself is sometimes necessary to avoid something even worse!

 EA T  – your physical condition. 

When your  runs out, you start yin . The  track uses a special 
L-shaped marker piece to mark your current Health level. The  marker 
should never go above this limiter.

 TERR R – mental trauma, stress, and insanity. 

If your  marker reaches any red slot at the top of the track, you start 
oin  Insane.

DEATH AND INSANITY

At eath s oor

If your Character’s  falls to 0 at any point of the game, attach the 
“You Are Dying” card to your Character Tray and immediately remove your-
self from any current Encounter.

Note: If there’s only one Character in play, be sure to use the “You Are Dying (Solo)” version 
of the card. If there are many Characters, use the “You Are Dying (Co-op)” version. 

• Do not resolve any additional effects, such as Enemy Attacks, Responses, 
Conclusions, etc.
• If you were the last Character in this Encounter, discard it (unless 
it’s a Guardian). For the purpose of any rules, it's treated as losing the 
Encounter.
• Resolve all additional rules found on the “You Are Dying” card.
• If this happened during Exploration, continue it.

From now on, every Action might turn out to be your last! The “You Are 
Dying” status gives your Character a little time to recover, but at some point 
you will finally give up your ghost.

eath

When your Character is already at 0  and meets certain conditions listed 
on the “You Are Dying” card, they die.

If your Character dies and you don't have Secret card , , or , the game 
simply ends for all players. If you wish to play again, restart the Campaign 
by following the Campaign Setup rules.

At some point of the game, higher powers will start influencing Character’s 
lives and may still save them. If your Character dies and you have Secret 
card , , or , read the Death section of the Secret Rules (page 37). 

Insanity

If your  marker reaches the red slots of the  track, attach the “You Are 
Going Insane” card to your Character Tray and follow its instructions. This 
will make you Panic during Encounters (pages 26 and 31) and makes Explo-
ration or Travel more difficult.
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DISCARDING & REMOVING CARDS
FROM THE GAME

iscardin  ards

Most cards in Tainted Grail have no separate discard piles. Whenever you 
are asked to discard a Random Event, Encounter, or an Item card, put this 
card at the bottom of its deck. Whenever you are asked to discard a Loca-
tion or a Secret card, put this card back in the deck according to its number.

All Combat and Diplomacy cards, discarded during the Encounters, 
are placed in separate discard piles. At the end of an Encounter all Combat 
and Diplomacy cards are shuffled back into corresponding Combat/Diplo-
macy decks.

Whenever you discard a Story or Special Event and after you resolve an En-
counter that isn't part of your prepared Encounter deck, return that card 
to the box.

Remove from the ame

Sometimes, instead of discarding a card, you will be asked to remove it 
from the game. In such a case, put the card back in the game box, behind 
the Removed from the game divider of the appropriate size. It is no longer 
a part of this Campaign and should not return to any deck, unless you’re 
specifically asked to bring it back.

ECHOES OF RUIN

verview

Echoes of Ruin is an optional expansion for Tainted Grail: Kings of Ruin. 
It introduces personal Achievements that Characters earn throughout the 
course of their Campaign, gaining access to small scenes called Memories 
that expand their stories.

After earning enough Achievements, Characters are rewarded with one-
time Legendary Action cards that may be used to turn the tide in most dire 
situations.

For those who manage to uncover all of their Memories, a special reward 
awaits: a new Advanced Ability, tied to the Character’s personal journey. 

Setup

To play with this expansion, simply give each Character their Achievement 
sheet when prompted by the Exploration Journal.

Legendary Actions and Advanced Ability cards are part of the Secrets deck 
(Secret cards - 2 ). 

Note: To avoid overwhelming new players, this expansion is introduced into the game after 
completing Chapter 1.

Earnin  Achievements

You earn an Achievement as soon as you meet its requirements listed on 
the sheet (for example: “Have at least 8 Ma ic – go to Elgan's Memory 4.”).

When you earn an Achievement, mark it on your sheet and read the Memory 
this Achievement points to. After reading your Memory, continue the game.

You may decide to postpone reading the Memory until any moment you 
see fit (for example, if you want to finish the current Action or Encounter 
first), to avoid interrupting regular gameplay. You may also return to your 
unlocked Memories at any time and read (or reread) them – for example, 
when other players are occupied with an Encounter you take no part in.

Memories can be found in the Echoes of Ruin section of the Exploration 
Journal located after the Book of Secrets.

e endary Actions

If you earn all three Achievements in a single section, you gain a Legendary 
Action card displayed next to this Achievements section. Take this card and 
mark its box so that you know you’ve already received it.

This Legendary Action will stay with you for the rest of the campaign, until 
you decide to use it. Remember to keep it with your other cards and decks 
when Saving your Campaign.

You may use the Legendary Action at any moment in the game, unless 
the card states otherwise. Apply the effect of the card, and then remove 
the card from the game. It’s not possible to earn this card or use it during 
this campaign again. 

inal Achievements and Advanced Abilities 

Once you earn all nine of your Character’s Achievements (and three Leg-
endary Actions connected to them), your final Achievement unlocks. 
As soon as you meet the prerequisites listed by this Achievement, go to 
its corresponding Memory. This Memory will grant you the final reward: 
an Advanced Ability.

The Advanced Ability may be used just like the standard Character Ability 
printed on your Character tile. 

Note: This doesn’t replace your default Character Ability – you’re still able to use it, 
if you wish.

Remove from Play

Sometimes you are instructed 
to remove something from 
play. This means to remove it 
from table back to the box but 
this component may return to 
the game.
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ENCOUNTERS
There are three types of Encounters found in the game:

• The E deck is used mostly when you visit Settlements and it con-
tains dangerous situations, as well as personal and diplomatic challenges. 
• The REE  deck contains natural threats such as animals or legendary 
beasts, as well as outlaws and other travelers who roam the wild. Many 
of these Encounters grant ood when defeated.
• The P RP E deck contains mysterious and supernatural threats. 
You will have to discover its significance yourself.

Cards in each of these decks are divided into four difficulty levels, making 
the game harder as it progresses. The game will explicitly tell you when to 
add more cards to those decks.

Whenever you are instructed to resolve an Encounter, you and your Par-
ty immediately begin Combat or Diplomacy, depending on the type of the 
Encounter card (see: “Combat” section on page 22 or “Diplomacy” section 
on page 27). Some Encounter cards have other specific rules described 
on them and are not solved using Combat and Diplomacy decks.

When an Encounter is finished, if it was drawn from an Encounter deck, 
place it on the bottom of the deck. If it was taken from the box or the Secret 
deck, it should be returned to the same place it came from.

Sometimes you will be asked to find and resolve a specific Encounter. 
For Example:

• Find and resolve Secret card  (Hulking Berserker combat Encounter).
• Find and resolve a Warped Wolf green Encounter (Difficulty 2).

In the case of standard Encounters, look for them in the Encounter decks 
or in the box depending on their difficulty and your current Chapter. 
Sometimes it's possible that the  Encounter you're looking for is already 
in play. If that’s the case, remove that Guardian from its Location and re-
solve the Encounter normally.  

Secret Encounter cards can be found in the Secret deck. If a Secret is 
not there, it was added to one of the Encounter decks. If that’s the case, 
find it there.

eck Preparation

During the Setup of each Chapter, you will be asked to prepare Encounter 
decks. Make sure your decks contain only cards of the depicted difficulty. 
This usually means that at some point you will have to return part of the 
Encounters to the box and add others.

Note: If Secret cards were added to the Encounter decks or Encounters in the box, they also 
take part in deck preparation.

EVENTS, QUESTS AND LEADS

Events are the main way of progressing the story of Tainted Grail. At the 
start of the game, you will be instructed to form an Event deck. At first the 
Event deck will only consist of Story Event cards and Quest cards, but as the 
game goes on, Random Event cards may also be added.

During the Start of the Day, discard each non-Quest card in the Active 
Events Area and draw 1 card from the top of the Event deck.

. hapter Setup. These cards will provide information about Encounters, 
Events, and any additional setup needed for each Chapter. After you fully 
resolve a Setup card, remove it from the game.

2. Event deck. You will draw a card from this deck during the Start of the 
Day. It contains Parts of your current Chapter as well as any Special and 
Random Events added throughout the Chapter. Unused or finished Story 
and Special Event cards should be kept in the box.

. Story Events. These cards will always progress your story in some way, 
or mechanically interact with the Event deck. 

. uest cards. These cards are the main branches of the story – large, 
important missions that always lead to the end of the Chapter and let you 
progress through the Campaign. Quests are always contained on Events and 
are marked by their special layout and a  symbol in the corner of their card. 

eelin  ost

If you’re not sure where to go 
or what to do, always start by 
checking your Quests again.

Endin  hapters

Finishing a Chapter (or its part) 
does not have any gameplay 
effect on its own. It does not 
End your Day, nor does it heal 
the Characters. Any rewards 
or effects will be specifically 
listed in the instructions that 
ended your Chapter. 
After finishing a Chapter, 
save or continue your game.
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. Random Event deck. This deck holds any currently unused Random 
Event cards. During the game you will often place few cards from here 
on top of the Event deck.

. Random Events. These cards will introduce either one-time effects 
or rules that will affect the game throughout the current Day. 

uests

Here’s an example of a Quest card:

. Title.

2. hapter and part. They allow you to set up the Event deck correctly.

. Story description. Story introduction to the Event that tells you what is 
happening.

. uest. Explains what you must accomplish in order to progress the story 
further.

Important  Never discard or remove any cards containing a Quest, unless 
you’re clearly instructed to do so!

eads

Apart from the main Quests, your Party will find a multitude of Leads. 
These are small side missions or clues that you may choose to pursue. Fol-
lowing Leads is often profitable and may expand your knowledge of the 
world, but it is technically possible to finish the game without pursuing 
them. Leads have no separate cards and no defined end conditions. They 
are essentially road signs that point you toward interesting places and sto-
ries. Unlike Quests, they are not tied to the Chapter and may be completed 
at any point – at least until your actions permanently change the Location 
card they are contained in.

uest Markers

 Many Quests and Optional Tasks use Quest markers to track their 
progress. It is important to note that Quest markers are not removed 
at the Start of the Day (see: “Order of the Day” on page 8). Quest markers 
may also be used by some Encounters.

GUARDIANS
These Encounters roam the playable area. They will mainly prevent Char-
acters from interacting with Locations. Sometimes, they may even initi-
ate Combat or Diplomacy with the Characters or cause waystones to Fade. 
Some are placed in Locations by Events and story entries. Others appear 
when you draw their Encounter card and are unable to achieve Victory.

When you fail to defeat a Guardian Encounter, place its standee on the Lo-
cation where you triggered it. Place its Encounter card near the play area so 
you can easily use it when you resolve that Encounter again.

uardian ie

During the Start of the Day, you roll a Guardian die for each Guardian on 
the table. Depending on the result, perform the following:

1. ardinal direction – move the Guardian to a connected Location in the 
direction indicated by the die. If there’s no connected Location in this di-
rection, move the Guardian to the highest-numbered connected Location 
instead.

2.  – Resolve the first that applies:

• If the Guardian is in a Location with a Character – Each Character in 
this Location resolves an Encounter with the Guardian (as a Party). 
• If the Guardian is in a Location with a waystone, Fade it (if there is more 
than 1 waystone, Fade the one that touches the lowest-numbered Loca-
tion first).
• Move the Guardian to the highest-numbered connected Location.

Characters may not perform Explore and Location Actions in Locations 
with a Guardian. Forced Exploration caused by  effect or Explorations 
triggered by the game still take effect.

If you want to remove a Guardian from your Location, you must win the 
Encounter with such Guardian. To start an Encounter with a Guardian,  
perform a “Challenge a Guardian” Action.
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ITEMS

Item cards available in Tainted Grail are split between 6 decks. There are 
5 decks marked with letters A-E on their backs that represent progressively 
better Items (with A being the worst, and E being the best). Advancing through 
your Campaign will help you gain access to better and stronger Items. 

Note: Items C and D are of the same strength, they differ in the region they originate from 
and their abilities.

The 6th deck, marked with the CONSUMABLE title on its back consists 
of simple, one time use cards that remain helpful throughout the game.

Since not all decks will be used at the same time, the game will instruct you 
which decks should be placed on the table at any given moment. 

Some of the Item cards may have one of the following keywords:

• Weapon
• Armor
• Shield
• Relic

You may have any number of Items, but you may never use more than one 
Item or Secret with the same keyword at the same time with the excep-
tion of the Personal and lobal keywords (see: “Secret cards” on page 20). 
All Items that are in Characters’ possessions but are currently unused 
should be placed face down.

If a Character has multiple Items or Secrets with the same keyword, they 
may change the ones they are using by flipping the inactive ones face down 
before any Action during the Day (but not during an Action, Encounter, 
or in the middle of resolving an effect). Whenever you gain new Items or 
Secrets with the same keyword as another of your face up Items or Secrets 
you must immediately decide which one to use (even if it's during an Ac-
tion). That way, any Character may only have one Weapon, one Shield, one 
Armor, and one Relic active at any given moment.

Note: Some Items and Secrets can be used only once per Day. Remeber that flipping, 
unflipping, or trading such cards doesn't let you use them again during the same Day.

In Tainted Grail an effect may ask you to:

• Gain 1 Item X – draw the top Item card from the specified deck.
• Gain 1 Consumable Item – draw the top Item card from Consumables 
deck.
• Gain 1 Item from the lowest/highest available deck – draw the top Item 
card from the lowest/highest tier of decks currently placed on the table. 
This does not include the Consumables deck.
• Discard 1 Item – choose 1 Item you have (may be a flipped one) and place 
it at the bottom of the corresponding Item deck.

Note: In a rare case when you run out of cards in the indicated deck, do NOT draw cards 
from the next available deck. Simply ignore the reward.

Sometimes you may gain Items from a deck that isn't placed on the table. In that case simply 
draw a random card of this type from the box.

Items in Encounters

Items such as Weapons or Armor are frequently used in Combat and Di-
plomacy Encounters. In Encounters, unless an Item clearly states a timing 
in which it may be used, the owner may use it at any moment during their 
Activation. 

Opposite to Combat and Diplomacy cards, you may decide whether or not 
to use their effects.

For Example: A Shield with the following effect “  Discard this Item to Prevent 2 ” isn’t 
automatically used during the first Enemy Attack. It’s up to you to choose when you need it 
the most. 

Unless specified otherwise, Item effects only apply to its owner.

For Example: A Shield with the following effect “  Flip this Item to Prevent 1 ” may be 
used in any Enemy Attack step and allows you to defend yourself against an Attack: both 
a single target one and a : effect one (which targets all Party members).

On the other hand, “Flip this Item to gain ” may only be used during the owner’s 
Activation.

Tradin  Items

Characters may freely trade Items when they are in the same Location 
and they’re not involved in an Action.

Secrets with Item Keywords

Please note that Secrets 
sometimes share keywords 
with Item cards (for example: 
“Weapon” or “Relic”). Such 
Secrets still count against the 
limit of cards with the same 
keyword that may be active 
at any one time, described 
in the “Items” section. 

For Example: If you have a Secret with 
the “Armor” keyword and an Item 
with the “Armor” keyword you won’t 
be able to use them at the same time.

lippin  Items

Some Items ask you to flip 
their card in Combat or Di-
plomacy to indicate they have 
been used. When instructed 
to flip the card, simply turn it 
face down. At the end of your 
Combat or Diplomacy, 
remember to flip it back!
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LOCATIONS
These oversized cards are segments of the map of Avalon, depicting all 
places you will visit during your journey.

. ocation name.

2. ocation number and clear  wyrdness indicator. The number refers to 
the corresponding section of the Exploration Journal. Some Locations have 
a letter next to their number. This means this Location is a different vari-
ant of a standard Location – some actions, events or circumstances may 
replace a specific Location with its modified version. Each Location may be 
placed on either a clear side, denoted by the  symbol or on a wyrdness 
side, denoted by the  symbol (see the differences in the next column).

. ocation Seals. Each Location card may have one or more of these special 
Seals next to its name:

• Vision  – If any Characters End their Day in such a Location, pro-
phetic Visions may come to them in their sleep (see: “Visions” on page 12).
• Settlement  – This Seal does nothing on its own, but many in-game 
effects interact with it.
• Ritual  – The importance of this seal will be revealed during the game.

. ocation Action. An Action that may be performed in this Location (only 
if there is no Guardian there).

. Instant e fect. An effect applied immediately any time Characters 
enter this Location (this effect is applied even in Locations with Guardians, 
and even if it causes you to start an Exploration in such a Location).

. aystone Slot. This is a special space for a waystone model. One slot is 
split between 4 neighboring Location cards. This means, 1 waystone model 
is present on up to 4 Location cards at the same time (see: “Activate a Way-
stone” on page 9).

. ocation escription. Short description of the Location that will often 
give you hints on what to expect there.

. irection Keys. Numbers that indicate which further Locations to connect.

ocations with  icons

Some Locations have  icon near their Location Action or  effect. 
As long as there are no  on such a Location, you may perform these Location 
Actions and trigger these  effects normally, but after you do so you must 
place the number of  equal to the number of  on that Location. This indi-
cates that the Action or effect (with  near them) won’t be available again for 
that many days.

For Example: You enter Location 103, which has 1  on it and there are 2  icons near its 
 effect. You don’t resolve this  effect, but if you enter this Location during the next Day 

there won’t be any  left, so you will resolve this  effect and place 2  on Location 103. 
You may still perform the Hunt Action during any of those Days.

Revealin  ocations

As you Travel, you will reveal more and more Location cards, provided they 
are connected with a matching Direction Key. The presence of a waystone 
determines whether these Locations will be placed  side up, or  side 
up (see: “Travel” on page 8).

If the Location card with a number indicated by the Direction Key is no longer 
available in game, use the first available number with a letter, starting from “b.”

For Example: You enter a Location that has a “190” Direction Key on its right edge. You 
look for Location 190, but it’s not available in the game anymore. You check the Location 
numbers and discover that Location 190b is still in the game. You place Location 190b 
to the right of the “190” Direction Key.

lippin  and Replacin  a ocation ard

If you must flip the Location card, don’t permanently remove any components 
from it. After the flip, all models (including waystones), standees, markers 
(even  and ), and cards must return to their place on the Location card. 

If the game instructs you to replace a Location with another one, discard 
all markers from the old Location. They are not transferred to the new Lo-
cation. Only models, standees, and cards should be placed back on the new 
Location.

Important  If the new Location (or Location side) has a  icon, do not re-
solve it! This effect is only applied when Characters enters the Location.

yrdness ocations

Locations placed on their  side are treated in the same way as  Loca-
tions with 2 important differences:

• You can’t perform the Explore Action in those Locations.
• During End of the Day, each Character in  Locations loses 2  and 
gains 2  (see: “End of the Day” on page 10).

As soon as  Location has a waystone in its corner, immediately flip this 
card to .

Each Location card, which doesn’t have a  waystone in its corner is 
flipped at the Start of the Day to its  side.

Place your haracter in the 
ocation Special Movement

Some cards and effects ask you 
to place your Character in the 
“lowest-numbered revealed Lo-
cation”, “any connected Loca-
tion”, and so on. This special 
move does not count as Travel, 
costs no additional , and is 
performed instantly, but other-
wise follows the same rules 
as Travel (resolves  effects, re-
veals new Locations).
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RESOURCES
There are four spendable resources that Characters can gather and use 
throughout their travels. Each Character has 4 resource slots on their Char-
acter Tray. Mark your current resources with universal markers.

There is a limit of 20 resources of each type that your Character may carry 
at any point in the game (with the exception of Exp, which has no limit). All 
resources gained above this limit must be given to another Character in the 
same Location (who still has space for them) or are discarded immediately.

ood – Supplies needed to survive harshness of Avalon. Can be consumed 
by Characters during the Recover step. 

ealth – Gold, gems, and other riches that may help you buy life-saving 
Items and equipment.

Ma ic – Supernatural power that might help you during Encounters, 
and is required to activate waystones.

Exp (Experience) – Spent on raising your Attributes, acquiring Skills, 
and new Combat and Diplomacy cards that greatly increase your chances 
of survival. Unlike other resources, Exp will always be gained by all Char-
acters at the same time (with the exception of personal Quests) so feel free 
to split your group.

ood and ealth may be traded with other Characters in the same Loca-
tion who are not currently involved in an Action. Exp and Ma ic may never 
be traded, but during Encounters you may pay Ma ic costs of your Party 
members.

SAVING THE GAME
The game can be saved at nearly any moment During the Day, when Char-
acters are not in an Action. For convenience, it is recommended to do so 
at the very beginning of the During the Day phase.

While progressing through the campaign, you will also find recommend-
ed spots for saving the game (mostly between Chapters or important parts 
of the story). If you reach one of them while tired or with little game time 
remaining, stopping there is a good idea.

Tainted Grail is an open-world game, and as such it is impossible to tru-
ly judge the time players may spend between 2 recommended save points 
so remember, you are allowed to save outside of them.

To save the game, follow the instructions below:

I. Each player saves the state of their haracter

a) Pick one Character Tray diagram on the Save sheet. Sign it with your 
Character’s name and write the current Location of your model. Then, 
mark the current state of your:

• Attribute values, and if you have any Skills, write their unique num-
bers next to the Attribute they attach to.
• Resources.
• Energy, Health, and Terror.

b) Remove all markers from your Character Tray and store them in the box.
c) In an empty Character Save compartment, place in the following order:

• Your Diplomacy and Combat cards.
• Your Advancement Pool dividers.
• Advancement Pool cards.
• Your Items and Secrets (in the smaller, dedicated space).
• Gained Skills.

d) Write down any additional info you deem important in the Players’ 
Notes section.

II. e hronicler or a chosen player saves the state of the world  

a) Note the current Location of all waystone models, Guardian standees, 
Companion standees, and the King of Ruin model (if present).
b) Write down any Locations with markers on them.
c) Place all models, markers, and standees in the box.
d) Store all revealed Locations and all Help cards in the oversized com-
partment of the World Save box. Do not flip any Location cards! 
e) Store all Active Guardians, all three of your current Encounter decks, 
and all Active standard-sized Secret cards in the standard-sized compart-
ment of the World Save box behind corresponding dividers.
f) Store your Event deck and all Active Quests and Events in the stan-
dard-sized compartment of the World Save box behind the correspond-
ing dividers. Do not flip any Event card!
g) Store available Item decks and small Secrets deck in the small-sized 
compartment of the World Save box.
h) Place all remaining components in the main box in their correspond-
ing slots.

To restore a saved ame  reverse this process.

SECRET CARDS
Small si ed Secrets  

Small Secret cards represent various story related, numbered objects and 
powers that should never be a part of the Item decks. They may never be lost 
or sold, unless the rules specifically ask you to. They are also not counted 
toward any rules that limit the number of Item cards you have (such as the 
“You Are Dying” card).

If an effect asks you to discard Item cards, omit any Secrets, even if they 
have an Item-specific keyword.

For Example: An Enemy discards two of your Weapons and you have only one regular 
Weapon Item and one Secret card (that’s also a Weapon). In that case, discard only the 
regular Item card.

Players are free to trade Secret cards between their Characters whenever 
they are in the same Location and not involved in an Action.

There are two unique keywords used by Secrets:

• Personal – Secrets with this keyword are special and can never be traded 
or transferred to another Character (unless specifically noted by the rules). 
• lobal – These Secrets are not in any Characters’ possession and should 
be placed in the middle of the area – their effects are applicable to every 
Character at the same time or to a game as a whole.

Only Secrets with keywords commonly associated with Items (Weapon, Ar-
mor, Relic) may be inactive or placed face down during the game – others 
should always be placed face up, and multiple of them may be active at the 
same time. If the game asks a Character if they have a Secret in their pos-
session, both active and inactive Secret cards count.

For Example: A Character gains a Personal Secret card. They place it active in their play 
area, even though they already have another Personal Secret card.

Purple niversal Markers

Each purple marker is worth 
5 red ones. Feel free to use 
them to track resources or 
current  in the Combat Pool.

Markers imitations

Quest, Time, and universal 
markers aren’t limited com-
ponents. In rare cases where 
you have to place an additional 
markers and there are none 
left feel free to find a suitable 
replacement.
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Standard si ed Secrets 2

The number of each Standard-sized Secret card is on the front of the card. 
If you want to find a Standard-sized Secret card with a certain number, 
look only at the numbers in their top-left corners. The cover on top of this 
deck can help you do it without accidental spoilers. Due to this deck’s size 
it’s recommended to keep it in the World Save Box.

This deck holds many types of Secrets, including Combat cards, Diplomacy 
cards, Encounter cards, Event cards, etc. The game will instruct you when 
to gain them or return them back to the Secrets deck.

The game usually instructs you what to do with a card drawn from this 
deck and when to return it, but otherwise place it back into the Secret deck 
as soon as it is no longer actively used.

For Example: Combat cards will be added to a corresponding Character’s deck and 
shouldn’t be returned to the Secrets deck unless the game asks you to. When resolving 
an Encounter drawn from the Secrets deck, return it there as soon as you finish resolving 
that Encounter.

SKILLS

Skills are a special type of Character Advancement. Each Skill provides 
an additional Ability as well as an empty slot for an Attribute. Each Character 
has their own pool of Skill tokens and each Skill is assigned to one Attribute.

STATUS SHEET
As you Travel, complete Quests and solve Tasks, you will often be asked to 
mark or check a certain status (or a numbered part of the status) on the 
Status sheet.

Statuses are story-triggers that represent your impact upon the world. 
They are not personal – a single Status sheet is used for all players. If there’s 
a status marked on the sheet, all Characters have it. 

Time Passes

The back side of the Status sheet also contains "Time Passes" statuses corre-
sponding to every Chapter of the game.

In Tainted Grail, time will pass naturally as Characters travel around 
the world. Some opportunities may close, other will open or change forever.

Whenever you are asked to mark a "Time Passes" status, find one that corre-
sponds to the current Chapter you are playing and mark the first unmarked  
spot in clockwise order.

Gaining a few of them is natural and should not be perceived negatively, but 
gathering too many throughout the playthrough may come with consequences.

WAYSTONES
In the land of Avalon, whenever a waystone goes dark, parts of the land 
get covered in the primal force of the wyrdness – except for small, isolated 
pockets of reality left around disabled waystone and other powerful relics. 
To represent this, at each Start of the Day, you will be asked to flip all 
side Locations that no longer have a waystone to their  side.

Activatin  aystones

Activating waystones requires Characters to perform the “Activate a Way-
stone” Action (see: “Activate a Waystone” on page 9). This flips all Locations 
that touch the placed waystone  side up. 

When activating a waystone, a waystone model is always placed so that it 
covers the waystone slot of the Location card Characters are in. One way-
stone model may be present in up to 4 neighboring Location cards at the 
same time.

ade E fect

Some Events and other effects in the game can cause waystones to Fade.

If it happens, find the waystone that is mentioned by the Fade effect 
(e.g., Guardians Fade waystones in their Location) and remove it from play. 
Fading doesn’t cause Locations to automatically flip to their  side.
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BASIC COMBAT OVERVIEW
Combat in Tainted Grail is a turn-based confrontation between a Charac-
ter (or a Party of Characters) and an enemy, represented by the Encounter 
card. Together, Characters build a long line (Sequence) of cards, with the 
aim of gaining enough markers in the Combat Pool to defeat the enemy. 
These markers represent the total progress Characters make against their 
opponent, such as their tactical advantage, wounds they cause, and the op-
ponent’s exhaustion.

The detailed rules of Combat are described farther down, but in general, 
most Combat Encounters play out like this:

Starting Combat – All Party members draw 3 cards and decide whether 
they want to redraw or not.

Combat Turn

• Phase I – Party members pick a Character who becomes Active.
• Phase II – Delayed Abilities trigger and the Active Character may play 
Combat cards adding them to the end of the Sequence.
• Phase III – The Enemy makes an Attack against the Active Character 
or all Party members (in case of  effects).
• Phase IV – If there are Party members who were not Active this turn, 
go back to phase I.
• Phase V – Each Party member discards down to 3 cards, then draws 
1 card. A new Turn begins. 

Hint: You need to be careful when approaching various Encounters during your travels. 
Some of them might be particularly difficult for your Character. If that’s the case, you may 
always Escape from an Encounter.

ictory ondition

If at any point during the Combat Encounter the number of markers in 
the Combat Pool is higher than or equal to the Encounter’s Value, you win! 
The Victory is immediate – do not resolve any remaining effects.

For Example: There are 4For Example: There are 4  in the Combat Pool and the Encounter Value is 5. You play a card 
that gains  from its Free Key but also has a  Ability that would cause you to lose 1 . 
As Key Bonuses are gained before the  Ability resolves, you win the Enocunter after you 
gain the Free Key’s Bonus and you don’t lose life due to  the card’s Ability.

Escapin  ombat

A Character may Escape at any moment during their Activation – they lose 
1  and proceed to the Enemy Attack phase. Then, they place the Encoun-
ter card on the bottom of its deck, reshuffle their Combat deck, and set it 
aside. Escaping Combat is considered losing this Combat for the purpose 
of any rules and cards that check whether you’ve won or lost.

In a Party  If an Active Character decides to Escape from Combat, they pro-
ceed to the Enemy Attack phase and leave the Combat, as described above. 
The rest of the Party remains in the Encounter and proceeds to phase IV – 
Check Readiness. The cards of Characters who Escape stay in the Sequence 
until the Encounter ends. When all players Escape, put the Encounter card 
on the bottom of its deck and reshuffle all Combat decks. 

Run Away

Characters are not the only ones who may flee from Combat. Some Crea-
tures have a special “Run Away” effect – when it triggers, immediately end 
the Encounter. Characters receive no Loot. For the purpose of any rules, 
forcing the enemy to Run Away counts as winning the Encounter.

Encounter ard

This card represents a typical Combat Encounter. It consists of several 
parts:

. Encounter i culty. Each standard Encounter falls into one of four dif-
ficulty categories, shown by the number of .

2. uardian icon ( ). Some Encounters will roam the land if not defeated 
(see: “Guardians” page 17). 

. Encounter alue. The resilience of this Encounter – to win, the number 
of markers in your Combat Pool needs to reach this number.

. Encounter ame.

. lavor text.

. Enemy Traits. Some Encounters may have special modifiers that remain 
active throughout this Encounter (see: “Combat Traits” on page 26). Hex-
leech in an example above doesn’t have any Trait.

. ombat table. Determines which Attack the enemy will perform based 
on the number of markers in the Combat Pool.

. pportunity. A special type of attack resolved by an Enemy if an Active 
Character fails to play even a single card in their Activation.

. oot. What you receive after defeating this Enemy. 

  2. Keys. Connecting halves of these Keys with the halves on the next 
card grants various Bonuses and builds your Sequence of cards. Read more 
about Keys on the next page.

COMBAT
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ombat Se uence Example

This is an example of a Combat Sequence. Every Character plays their Com-
bat cards, adding them to one, shared Combat Sequence. Cards always 
form a single straight line so that the bottom Keys always connect. No Keys 
should be ever obscured. Each card contains opening and closing halves 
of various Keys. Closing halves can be found on the left side of a Combat 
card – they will connect to the halves on the card preceding it. Opening 
halves are to the right – they will connect to the halves on the card that 
comes after.

A card does not have to contain all the possible Keys, most cards contain 
only some of them.

penin  halves – always contain a requirement or a modifier to the Bonus 
on a closing Key.

losin  halves – may contain several types of Bonuses.

When two Combat cards are placed in the Sequence, some halves of Keys 
will connect, gaining the Character a Bonus shown in the closing half, 
provided they meet the requirement shown in the opening half. 

Keys are considered connected even if you don’t meet the requirement 
to gain a Bonus.

ombat ard

There are two types of Combat cards: standard and passive. The only dif-
ference is that passive cards have their Ability always visible when in Se-
quence. To facilitate this, their Keys are on the opposite edges of the card. 
Each Combat card consists of several parts:

. ame.

2. Attribute Keys. The three top Keys of a card correspond to the Attributes 
of the Character. Opening halves of Attribute Keys contain an Attribute 
icon. When connected with the closing half, the Bonus in an Attribute Key 
is gained only if a Character has at least that level of an Attribute.

For Example: You connectFor Example: You connect with . You will gain a  Bonus only if your 
Character has 1 or more  Attribute.

. Ma ic Key. It’s an additional Key that requires you to pay Ma ic for the 
Bonus to be gained. The opening half will always show a  icon. When 
connected with a closing half, the Bonus on a Key is gained only if a Char-
acter pays 1 Ma ic. This cost may only be paid the moment you connect 
the Key – and it may only be paid once.

In a Party Ma ic may be paid by any Party member.

. ree Key. The bottom Key has no requirements. The opening half will 
usually show a multiplier. When connected with a closing half, the Bonus 
on a Key is always gained (unless there's no Bonus or it's multiplied by "0x").

. Ability. The text part of the card contains special rules, which are resolved 
in various different phases of Combat. Card Abilities are active as long 
as they are visible.

. ard umber. To make sorting through cards and building decks easier, 
each Combat and Diplomacy card has a unique card number and a Charac-
ter name. The letter next to the number identifies the card’s type (B – Basic 
cards, A – Advanced card, Q – Card gained from a Quest).

har es

Some cards instruct you to place charges on them. Charges are markers 
placed on cards that signify a number of times a particular Ability on a card 
may be used.

Such Abilities start with a "Pay X charges" text and may be used at any mo-
ment during a Character's Activation (unless the rules text restricts them 
to a particular phase). The number of charges is always specified, and the 
Ability cannot be used if there is an insufficient number of charges.

In a Party  The Active Character may use the “Pay X charges” Abilities from 
any cards in the Sequence, but the owner of the card must agree.

andle  and olt  ards

Some cards have a special 
subtype represented by a or

icon located under the card’s 
name. On its own this icon has 
no effect but some cards and 
Skills refer to them.

Active ards

Unlesss otherwise specified, 
Abilities of passive cards and 
the last card in the Sequence 
always apply and may be used 
by the Active Character.
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STARTING COMBAT
Combat in Tainted Grail starts whenever you draw or pick a card with the 
Combat Encounter layout (see: “Encounter Card” on page 22) and at least 
one open Key along its right edge.

After drawing an Encounter card, set it in the play area, ensuring you have 
plenty of space to the right – you will build your Sequence there. Then:

. Each Party member draws 3 cards from their Combat deck.
2. If the Enemy has any Traits, check them now, as some Traits may take 
effect during this moment (see: “Combat Traits” on page 26). 

Redraw

If you don’t like your starting hand, you may put it next to your Combat 
deck and draw a new hand with one card fewer. Then, shuffle your previous 
starting hand into your Combat deck. You may repeat this until you only 
have one card left in your hand.

When all Party members have their starting cards, go to phase I of the 
Combat Turn.

COMBAT TURN
A Combat usually consists of several Combat Turns, with each Turn going 
through the following phases:

I. Pick the Active haracter

The Party members decide who will be the Active Character. They may select 
any Character who has not been Activated this Combat Turn (Characters who 
have no  on their Character Tray yet). 

Place a  on the Tray of the Character that becomes Active. It will remind 
you this Character cannot be Activated again until the next Turn.

Note: Keep in mind that any gameplay effects (  loss,  gain, Ability penalties) that 
happen during the Turn apply only to the Active Character, unless specified otherwise!

II. haracter Activation

. elayed Abilities

Remove one  from each Combat card in the Sequence that has any, start-
ing from the Encounter card and going along the Sequence.

When the last  is removed from a card, check if it triggered any Delayed 
Abilities on that card.

2. Playin  ards

In this step, the Active Character will execute their plan by playing cards 
from their hand and adding them to the Sequence. If the Active Character 
can’t or doesn’t want to play any cards, resolve the Opportunity Attack visi-
ble on the bottom of the Encounter card and proceed to the Enemy Attack. 
The Character may also be forced to play a random card if they’re affected by 
Panic (see: “Panic” on page 26). To complete this step, follow the list below:

a Play the rst ombat card. When playing the very first Combat card 
during your Activation you may choose any card from your hand. You 
just need to line it properly with the previous card in the Sequence (see: 
“Combat Sequence Example” on page 23), which will cause the closing half 
of the Free (bottom) Key to join with its opening half on the preceding card. 

Resolvin  Played ards

Immediately after you play a card, resolve it in the following order:

• Check if both halves of Attribute Keys connect. Going from top to bot-
tom, gain the Bonuses found in the closing halves of these Attribute Keys. 
Remember that to gain the Bonus, you need to have the specific Attribute 
value found on the opening half of the Attribute Key.

Having a higher Attribute than required does not affect the Bonuses – they do not scale with 
your Attributes.

• If a Ma ic Key is connected, you may pay 1 Ma ic to gain its Bonus.

• Connect the bottom, Free Key – gain the Bonus found in the closing half 
of this Key. Multiply the Bonus by the multiplier in the opening half of 
the Key.

Note: If your multiplier is 0x, you don't gain this Bonus.

• Check the Ability, and if it triggers now, resolve it (see: “Combat Triggers 
& Icons” on page 25).

• Check if playing this card triggered effects of any other card or Skill.

Note: If you cover a non-passive card that has any  on it, remove them immediately 
but do not resolve the Delayed Ability.

b Play additional ombat cards. In each Activation, to play addition-
al cards (after the first one), every such card requires a  Bonus to be 
gained from any of its Keys. If you have no cards that have this Bonus, 
or you can’t find a way to gain it, you may not play any additional cards! 

III. Enemy Attack 

The Enemy will now Attack the last Active Character. Its Attack will differ 
depending on the current state of the Combat Pool.

• Find the Attack in the Combat table of the Encounter card that matches 
the number of the number of  in the Combat Pool. Apply the Attack to the last Active 
Character, resolving the effects in order from left to right. 

In a Party  Some parts of Enemy Attack have a  icon directly before 
them. Apply those to each Party member.

• If the Enemy’s Attack would cause the Combat Pool to become negative, 
discard the top card of your deck for each  lost below 0 instead. 

E fects Impactin  Enemy Attack 

You can find the following effects on cards:

 – this effect will modify the Enemy Attack, either by adding additional 
effects or preventing ones made by the Enemy.

Before  – this effect is resolved after you finish your Activation but before 
any  effect takes place.

After  – this effect is resolved after you apply all parts of the Enemy Attack.

I . heck Readiness

Check if all of the Party members have been Activated during this Turn 
(have  on their Character Trays). 

• If there are no Characters left to Activate, go to the phase V (End Turn).
• If there are still Characters who haven’t been Activated, go back to the 
phase I (Pick the Active Character).

Play and Place

You only play cards directly 
from your hand. Effects may 
sometimes place cards in the 
Sequence and will specify 
whether or not their effects 
are resolved normally.

 onus

To play any card after your 
first card of the Activation, 
the  Bonus must appear 
on the card you want to play 
(not the previous card) and 
must be gained. Gaining mul-
tiple instances of  Bonus 
does not have any additional 
effect and  multiplied by 0x 
isn’t gained.

osts in a Party

During an Encounter ood, 
Ma ic, and ealth costs may 
be paid by any Party member, 
but ,  and  costs 
must be paid by an Active 
Character.
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. End Turn

• Each Party member discards down to 3 cards in hand.
• Each Party member draws 1 card from their deck. Do not draw if your 
Character Panics (see: “Panic” on page 26).
• Remove all  from the Character Trays. This does not affect any  left 
on Combat cards!
• Start a new Turn. Go back to phase I (Pick the Active Character).

ENDING THE ENCOUNTER
ictory heck

If at any moment the number of  in the Combat Pool is higher than 
or equal to the Encounter’s Value, you win! Receive Loot visible on the bot-
tom of the Encounter card.

In a Party  Only effects with : before them scale with the number of Party 
members. Other effects are only gained once per Encounter and should be 
distributed between Party members.

eath  Escape  and Run Away

If you’ve gained a “You Are Dying” card or Escaped, you lose the Encounter. 
When you lose or the Enemy Runs Away, the Encounter ends but you don’t 
gain any Loot.

Encounter leanup

If you’ve lost against a Guardian Encounter ( ), place its standee in your 
Location. Otherwise, place the Encounter card on the bottom of its deck 
(if the Encounter card came from the Secret deck or from the box, return it 
there instead). Then, shuffle all Combat decks, including any cards in hand, 
Sequence, and discard. Remove all  from the Character Trays. If this En-
counter happened during Exploration, continue it now, applying any addi-
tional effects if necessary. 

COMBAT TRIGGERS & ICONS
Most Combat cards have an Ability. Abilities usually start with a Trigger 
icon that clearly indicates when you should resolve them.

 n Placement – Resolve this Ability after placing the card in the Se-
quence and connecting its Keys.

elayed Ability – Delayed Ability is associated with  (Time markers) 
placed on the card. The Active player (it doesn’t have to be the card’s owner) 
resolves this ability when the last  is removed from the card. When you 
cover a non-passive card with  on it with another card, discard all  from 
it without resolving any Delayed Abilities. 

 ama e – This icon means your Character must lower their  by the 
indicated amount.

 npreventable ama e – This Damage cannot be prevented! Effects 
that completely cancel the Attack (or transform Damage into other effects) 
may still apply to Unpreventable Damage.

 onnected Attribute Key – This icon refers to Attribute Keys that 
have the left and right halves physically joined.

 onnected Ma ic Key – This icon refers to Magic Keys that have the 
left and right halves physically joined.

: Multi e fect – Apply the effect listed right after this icon to each Party 
member.

estroy – Discard the last Combat card of the Sequence. Some cards 
have the “If this card is …”. If such a card is discarded from the Sequence, 
the corresponding effect are resolved. Multiple  effects should be re-
solved one by one.

 n Enemy Attack – Some cards have effects that will be applied during 
the Enemy Attack. Usually, they will let you defend from the Enemy 
but sometimes they represent your open position as you make risky moves. 

 E fect examples – Here are some examples of interactions between 
Enemy Attacks and  effects.

 and . If the Enemy Attack has the same effect as the  effect, add the 
effect value to the Enemy Attack.

In this case, the last card in the Sequence has the  +1  effect. During the Enemy Attack, 

the Active Character receives 3  and loses 1 .

2 and . If the  effect is not present in the Enemy Attack, resolve it as the 
last effect of the Enemy Attack.

In this case, the last card in the Sequence has the  +1  effect. During the Enemy Attack, 
remove 6 markers from the Combat Pool and then the last Active Character receives 1 .

 and . In rare cases the Enemy Attack can stop the  effect from resolving.

In this case, the last card in the Sequence has the  +1  effect. During the Enemy Attack, 
the Encounter Runs Away finishing the Combat. The Active Character doesn’t receive 1 , 
because the Encounter immediately ended. 

Note: In this case if the Enemy Attack contained a  effect instead of Run Away the 
+1  effect also wouldn't resolve as the card would be discarded before its effect should 
be applied.

 and . If the Enemy Attack has the same effect as the  effect, add the 
effect value to the Enemy Attack even if that effect is :.

In this case, the last card in the Sequence has the  +1  effect. During the Enemy Attack, 
each Party member receives 4 , then place 3 markers in the Combat Pool.

 and . If the Enemy Attack has more than one of the same effect as 
the  effect, add the effect value to each instance of that effect.

In this case, the last card in the Sequence has the +1  effect. During the Enemy Attack, 
the last Active Character receives 2 , 1  then each Party member receives 2
and finally the last Active Character gains 3 .

 and . If the  effect Prevents effects from the Enemy Attack, it is applied 
to each instance of that effect.

In this case, the last card in the Sequence has the : Prevent 2  effect. During the 

Enemy Attack, the last Active Character receives 1  and gains 3 .

 E fects on Items

Even though most effects may 
only be used when you're an 
Active Character, if you have 
any Items with  effect you 
may use them to protect your 
Character from both single 
target and  Attacks but you 
can't apply them to other 
Characters (unless specified 
by the item).

Preventin

Many cards and Skills allow 
you to Prevent parts of the 
Enemy Attack. If the Prevent 
effect isn’t enough to complet-
ly negate the Enemy effect, 
apply the effect, lowered 
by the Prevent effect.

The most common type of 
Prevention is found on Shield 
and Armor Items or some 
Combat cards and allows you 
to Prevent .
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/ / Attributes Re uirements – To gain the Bonus connected 
to this Key, your value of the depicted Attribute must be at least 1/2/3.

ree Key Multiplierree Key Multiplier

?x  – Multiplies the next Bonus.

For Example: 

 – Multiplies the next Bonus.

2x

 – Multiplies the next Bonus.

 means you place 2 markers in the Combat Pool.

Key onuses

All Bonuses found on Keys are mandatory. If a Character can gain them, 
they must be gained! The following effects are commonly found on Key Bo-
nuses, but sometimes also appear in card Abilities. 

 – Combat Pool markers. These markers are usually seen with gain 
or lose keywords instructing you to place or remove that many  from 
the Combat Pool. As a Key Bonus it always means to gain that many .

 – Draw a card.

 – This is a unique Bonus Key, as it's checked before any other Keys. 
If a card you want to play is not the first card played this turn, it must be 
able to gain this Bonus. Gaining multiple instances of this Bonus does not 
have any additional effect and if multiplied by 0x it isn’t gained.

OTHER COMBAT RULES
Panic

Panic takes place anytime your Character is Going Insane (a  marker is 
in the red slot of Terror track on the Character Tray).

When this happens:

• During step 2 of your Activation, instead of playing the first card from 
your hand, you place the top card from your deck at the end of the Se-
quence and resolve it. Then, any additional cards may be played from your 
hand, according to the standard rules (they require a  Bonus).
• Do not draw cards at the End Turn phase. Any additional cards drawn 
from Bonus Keys, Skills, or Abilities are still drawn as normal.

ou Are yin

Whenever a Character’s  drops to 0, the Character receives a “You Are 
Dying” card. Among other rules, the card immediately removes the Charac-
ter from the current Encounter – see its text for more details. Other Party 
members continue the Encounter.

iscardin  from an Empty and

Whenever you must discard a card from your hand, but you don’t have any, 
discard a card from the top of your Combat deck instead.

e ative ombat Pool

The Combat Pool can never become negative. Whenever an Enemy Attack 
or another effect asks a Character to remove  from the Combat Pool, but 
there are not enough markers, the last Active Character discards a card 
from the top of their Combat deck for each missing  .

For Example: There are 2 markers in the Combat Pool. The Attack loses 4 markers. 
2 markers are removed from the Combat Pool and 2 cards are discarded from the top of the 
last Active Character's deck.

Empty eck

Whenever a Character should draw a card from their Combat deck and 
there are not enough cards, nothing happens – draw as many as possible 
and simply continue the Encounter.

COMBAT TRAITS
Many Encounters posses one or more Traits that will influence the Combat. 
Here's a list of common Traits:

read – Before , if you have 1 or fewer cards in hand, gain 1 .

Entrapment – At the start of the Encounter, each Party member discards 
1 card from their hand or loses 1 .

Exhaustive – Before , discard 1 card from the top of your deck.

arass   E fect – Before , if there are at least X, but no more than 
Y cards in the Sequence, resolve the corresponding Effect.

aste – You may play at most 3 cards during your Activation.

Shatter – At the end of Combat, if you won, each Party member still re-
maining in Combat discards a chosen Weapon they were using.

COMBAT POOL TRACKER

Instead of physically placing  in the Combat Pool you can use the Combat 
tracker provided with Tainted Grail: Kings of Ruin. Whenever you gain 
or lose  simply rotate the wheel to mark the current value of the Com-
bat Pool.
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In Tainted Grail, not all Encounters end in Combat. Blue Encounter deck 
consists almost entirely of diplomatic challenges and social confrontations 
your Character might need to navigate. They play similarly to Combat, 
so if you’re already familiar with it, learning Diplomacy should be easy.

BASIC DIPLOMACY OVERVIEW
Diplomacy in Tainted Grail is a turn-based confrontation between a Char-
acter (or a Party of Characters) and an enemy, represented by the Encoun-
ter card. Together, Characters build a long line (Sequence) of cards, with 
the aim of pushing a marker on the Encounter card’s Affinity track to the 
Green space as the Duration ( ) runs out.

Note: Reaching the Green space of the Affinity track before the Duration runs out does not 
win the Encounter automatically. Conclusion is only resolved as the Duration hits 0.

The detailed rules of Diplomacy are described farther down, but in general, 
most Diplomatic Encounters play out like this:

Starting Diplomacy – All Party members draw 3 cards and decide whether 
they want to redraw or not. Set a Duration die to the number shown by the 
icon on the top of the Encounter. Place a universal marker in the starting slot 
(S) of the Affinity track.

Diplomacy Turn

• Phase I – Party members pick a Character who becomes Active.
• Phase II – Delayed Abilities trigger and the Active Character may play 
Diplomacy cards adding them to the end of the Sequence.
• Phase III – The Enemy responds to the Active Character or all Party 
members (in case of  effects).
• Phase IV – If there are Party members who were not Active this turn, 
go back to phase I.
• Phase V – Each Party member discards down to 3 cards, then draws 
1 card. A new Turn begins. 

Hint: If you feel that your Character is not prepared to handle tougher Diplomatic challenges, 
you may always try to Avoid them.

Encounter s uration

Duration shows how long the Encounter will last. During Diplomatic En-
counters, use a Duration die to track the Duration value. Some effects, 
including the Enemy Response, may lower or increase the Duration. 
If it happens, turn the die to the correct side. If the last point of Duration 
is lost, the Encounter immediately ends (ignore any remaining effects) 
and the Encounter Conclusion is resolved.

Duration can never be increased to a higher number than 10. When the 
Duration die is on “10” and you gain Duration – nothing happens.

Encounter s onclusion

The outcome of the Diplomatic Encounter is represented by one or more 
Conclusions. Immediately after the Duration is reduced to 0, check the Af-
finity track to determine the color of the slot with a marker. Then, resolve 
the Conclusion corresponding to that color. After that, Diplomacy is con-
cluded – return the Encounter card to the bottom of its deck (if the Encoun-
ter card came from the Secret deck, return it there instead).

There are three possible Conclusions:

 – Favorable end. Requires effort but usually rewards accordingly.

 – Neutral outcome. Usually easily achievable. Either provides small re-
wards or punishments.

 – Something went wrong. Punishments may be severe.

Avoidin  iplomacy

During Character Activation of the Diplomatic Encounter, the Character 
or Party can Avoid the Encounter. Each Party member must agree. If they 
do, lower the marker on the Affinity track by 4 spaces and lose all . En-
counter immediately ends (ignore any remaining effects) and the Conclu-
sion is resolved.

Avoiding a Diplomatic Encounter is a decision that applies to the Entire Party 
– The Party always Avoids as a group. If a unanimous decision about Avoiding 
the Encounter can’t be reached, the Party must resolve it.

Encounter ard

This card represents a typical Diplomatic Encounter. It consists of several 
parts:

. Encounter i culty. Each Diplomatic Encounter belongs to one of the 
four difficulty categories, from the easiest to the hardest.

2. uardian icon ). Some Encounters will roam the land if favorable Con-
clusion is not achieved (see: “Guardians” page 17). Drunken Knight in an exam-
ple above isn’t a Guardian.

. Encounter uration. Determines the starting Duration of the Encounter.

DIPLOMACY
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. Encounter ame.

. A nity track. Many effects push a marker up or down this track. Some 
Abilities also check whether the marker is currently on green, gray, or red. 
Slot “S” is the starting slot.

. lavor Text.

. Enemy Traits. Some Encounters have special modifiers that remain ac-
tive throughout the Encounter (see: “Diplomacy Traits” on page 31). Drunk-
en Knight in an example on previous page doesn’t have any Trait.

. iplomacy table. The left part specifies effects when connecting  Keys. 
The right part determines the Enemy Response.

. onclusion. Depending on the final slot of the Affinity track marker, you 
will resolve a different Conclusion at the end of the Encounter.

  2. Keys. Connecting halves of these Keys with the halves on the next 
card grants various Bonuses and builds your Sequence of cards. Read more 
about Keys below.

iplomacy Se uence Example

This is an example of a Diplomacy card Sequence. Every Character plays their 
Diplomacy cards, adding them to one, shared Diplomacy Sequence. Cards 
always form a single straight line so that the bottom Keys always connect. 
No Keys should be ever obscured. Each card contains opening and clos-
ing halves of various Keys. Closing halves can be found on the left side of 
a Diplomacy card – they will connect to the halves on the card preceding it. 
Opening halves are to the right – they will connect to the halves on the card 
that come after.

A card does not have to contain all the possible Keys, most cards contain 
only some of them.

penin  halves – always contain a requirement or a modifier to the Bonus 
on a closing Key.

losin  halves – may contain several types of Bonuses.

When two Diplomacy cards are placed in the Sequence, some halves of 
Keys will connect, gaining the Character a Bonus shown in the closing half, 
provided they meet the requirement shown in the opening half.

Keys are considered connected even if you don’t meet the requirement to 
gain a Bonus.

iplomacy ard

There are two types of Diplomacy cards: normal and passive. The only dif-
ference is that passive cards have their Ability always visible when in Se-
quence. To facilitate this, their Keys are on the opposite edges of the card. 
Each Diplomacy card consists of several parts:

. ame.

2. Attribute Keys. The three top Keys of a card correspond to the Attributes 
of the Character. Opening halves of Attribute Keys contain an Attribute 
icon. When connected with the closing half, the Bonus in an Attribute Key 
is gained only if a Character has at least that level of an Attribute.

For Example: You connect  with . You will gain  Bonus only if your 
Character has 2 or more  Attribute.

. Ma ic Key. It’s an additional Key that requires you to spend Ma ic for 
the Bonus to be gained. The opening half will always show a  icon. When 
connected with a closing half, the Bonus on a Key is gained only if a Char-
acter pays 1 Ma ic. This cost may only be paid the moment you connect the 
Key – and it may only be paid once.

In a Party Ma ic may be paid by any Party member.

. ree Key. The bottom Key has no requirements. The opening half will 
usually show a multiplier. When connected with a closing half, the Bonus 
on a Key is always gained (unless there's no Bonus or it's multiplied by 0x).

. Ability. The text part of the card contains special rules, which are resolved 
in various different phases of Diplomacy. Card Abilities are active as long 
as they are visible.

. ard umber. To make sorting through cards and building decks easi-
er, each Combat and Diplomacy card has a card number and a Character 
name. The letter next to the number identifies the card’s level (B – Basic 
cards, A – Advanced card, Q – card gained from a Quest).

har es

Such Abilities start with a “Pay X charges” text and may be used at any mo-
ment during a Character's Activation (unless the rules text restricts them 
to a particular phase). The Number of charges is always specified, and 
the Ability cannot be used if there is an insufficient number of charges.

In a Party  The Active Character may use the “Pay X charges” Abilities from 
any cards in the Sequence, but the owner of the card must agree.

andle  ards

Some cards have a special 
subtype represented by a 
icon located under the card’s 
name. On its own this icon has 
no effect but some card’s and 
Skills refer to it.

Active ards

Unlesss otherwise specified, 
Abilities of passive cards and 
the last card in the Sequence 
always apply and may be used 
by the Active Character.
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STARTING DIPLOMACY
Diplomacy in Tainted Grail starts whenever you draw or pick a card with the 
Diplomatic Encounter layout and at least one open Key along its right edge. 

After drawing an Encounter card, set it in the play area, ensuring you have 
plenty of space to the right – you will build your Sequence there. Then:

. Each Party member draws 3 cards from their Diplomacy deck.
2. Set a Duration die to the number shown by the icon ( ) on the top 
of the Encounter.

. Place a universal marker in the starting slot (S) of the Affinity track.

. If the Encounter has any Traits, check them now, as some Traits may take 
effect during this moment (see: “Diplomacy Traits” on page 31).

Redraw

If you don’t like your starting hand, you may put it next to your Diplomacy 
deck and draw a new hand with one card fewer. Then, shuffle your previous 
starting hand into your Diplomacy deck. You may repeat this until you only 
have one card left in your hand. When all Party members have their starting 
cards, go to phase I of the Diplomacy Turn.

DIPLOMACY TURN
A Diplomatic Encounter usually consists of several Turns, with each Turn 
going through the following phases:

I. Pick the Active haracter

The Party members decide who will be the next Active Character. They may 
select any Characters who have not been Activated this Diplomacy Turn 
(they have no  on their Character Tray). 

Place a  on the Tray of the Character that became Active. It will remind 
you this Character cannot be Activated again until the next Turn.

Note: Keep in mind that any gameplay effects (  loss,  gain, Ability penalties) 
that happen during the Character Activation apply only to the Active Character, unless 
specified otherwise!

II. haracter Activation

elayed Abilities

Remove one  from each card in the Sequence that has any, starting from 
the Encounter card and going along the Sequence.

When the last  is removed from a card, check if it triggered any Delayed 
Abilities on that card.

2 Playin  ards

In this step, the Active Character will execute their plan by playing cards 
from their hand and adding them to the Sequence. The Character may also 
be forced to play a random card if they’re affected by Panic (see: “Panic” 
on page 31).  To complete this step, follow the list below:

a Play the rst iplomacy card. When playing the very first Diplomacy 
card during your Activation, you may choose any card from your hand. 
You just need to line it up properly with the previous card in the Se-
quence (see: “Diplomacy Sequence Example” on page 28), which will cause 
the closing half of the Free (bottom) Key to join with its opening half 
on the preceding card. If you can’t or don’t want to play any cards, proceed 
to the next step.

Resolvin  Played ards

Immediately after you play a card, resolve it in the following order:

• Check if both halves of Attribute Keys connect. Going from top to bot-
tom, gain the Bonuses found in the closing halves of these Attribute Keys. 
Remember that to gain the Bonus, you must have the specific Attribute 
value found on the opening half of its Attribute Key.

Having a higher Attribute than required does not affect the Bonuses – they do not scale with 
your Attributes.

The most common Bonus found on Attribute Keys is . This Bonus may have a different 
effect (or no effect at all) depending on the Encounter (be sure to read Diplomacy Bonuses 
carefully).

• If a Ma ic Key is connected, you may pay 1 Ma ic to gain its Bonus.
• Connect the bottom, Free Key – gain the Bonus found in the closing half 
of this Key. Multiply the Bonus if there’s a multiplier in the opening half 
of the Key.

Note: If your multiplier is 0x, you don't gain this Bonus.

• Check the Ability, and if it triggers now, resolve it (see: “Diplomacy Trig-
gers & Icons” on page 30).
• Check if playing this card triggered effects of any other card or Skill.

Note: If you cover a non-passive card that has any  on it, remove them immediately but 
do not resolvethe Delayed Ability.

b Play additional iplomacy cards. In each Activation, to play addition-
al cards (after the first one), every such card requires a  Bonus to be 
gained from any of its Keys. If you don’t have any cards with this Bonus, 
or you can’t find a way to gain it, you may not play any additional cards!

III. Enemy Response

The Enemy will now Respond to the last Active Character. The Enemy Re-
sponse will generally interact in some way with the Affinity track (for exam-
ple by lowering it) and with the Duration. 

• Apply the result of the Enemy Response to the last Active Character, 
resolving the effects in order from left to right.
In a Party  Some parts of the Enemy Attack have a  icon directly before 
them. Apply those to each Party member.

• If the Enemy’s Response would lower the marker on the Affinity track 
below the bottom slot, discard the top card of your deck for each  that 
would move the marker below the bottom slot instead. 

E fects Impactin  Enemy Response 

You can find the following effects on cards:

•  – this effect will modify the Enemy Response, either by adding 
additional effects or preventing ones made by the Enemy.

• Before  – this effect is resolved after you finish your Activation but 
before any  effect takes place.

• After  – this effect is resolved after you apply each part of the Enemy 
Response.

Play and Place

You only play cards directly 
from your hand. Effects may 
sometimes place cards in the 
Sequence and will specify 
whether or not their effects 
are resolved normally.

  onus

To play any card after your 
first card of the Activation, 
the  Bonus must appear 
on the card you want to play 
(not the previous card) and 
must be gained. Gaining mul-
tiple instances of  Bonus 
does not have any additional 
effect and  multiplied by 0x 
isn’t gained.

osts in a Party

During an Encounter, ood, 
Ma ic, and ealth costs may 
be paid by any Party member, 
but , , and  costs must 
be paid by an Active Character.

osts in a Party

During an Encounter, ood, 
Ma ic, and ealth costs may 
be paid by any Party member, 
but , , and  costs must  costs must 
be paid by an Active Character.
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I . heck Readiness

Check if all of the Party members have been Activated during this Turn 
(have  on their Character Trays). 

• If there are no Characters left to Activate, go to the phase V (End Turn).
• If there are still Characters who haven’t been Activated, go back to the 
phase I (Pick the Active Character).

. End Turn

• Each Party member discards down to 3 cards in hand.
• Each Party member draws 1 card from their deck. Do not draw if your 
Character Panics (see: “Panic” on page 31).
• Remove all  from the Character Trays. This does not affect any  left 
on Diplomacy cards!
• Start a new Turn. Go back to phase I (Pick the Active Character).

ENDING THE ENCOUNTER
onclusion heck

If at any moment the last Duration point is lost, the Encounter immedi-
ately ends and the Conclusion is resolved (ignore any remaining effects). 
Reducing the Duration to 0 or gaining the “You Are Dying” card while being 
the last Character in the Encounter are the only ways to finish Diplomacy.

For Example: The Enemy Response is: “Lose 1 , ”. If losing 1  would cause you to 
lose its last point, you don't move the marker but immediately resolve the Conclusion effect.

onclusion E fects

Apply the Conclusion effect (see: “Encounter card” on page 27) depending 
on the Affinity marker's position. There are three possible Conclusions: 

, , .

In a Party  Only effects with : before them apply to each Party member. 
Other effects are only gained once per Encounter and should be distributed 
between Party members.

Encounter leanup

Place the Encounter card on the bottom of its deck (if the Encounter card 
came from the Secret deck or from the box, return it there instead). Then, 
shuffle all Diplomacy decks, including any cards in hand, Sequence, and 
discard. Remove all  from the Character Trays. If this Encounter hap-
pened during Exploration, continue it now, applying any additional effects 
if necessary.

DIPLOMACY TRIGGERS & ICONS
Most Diplomacy cards have an Ability. Abilities usually start with a Trigger 
icon that clearly indicates when you should resolve them.

uration – Depicts how long the Encounter will take place. Some 
effects will cause you to gain (increase) or lose (decrease) the Duration.

n Enemy Response – Some cards have effects that will be applied 
during Enemy Response. 

If the Enemy Response has the same effect as the  effect, add the  effect 
value to the Enemy Response.

If the  effect is not present in the Enemy Response, resolve the  effect as 
the last effect of the Enemy Response (see: “  Effects examples” on page 25).

n Placement – Resolve this Ability after placing the card in the Se-
quence and connecting its Keys.

elayed Ability – Delayed Ability is connected with  (Time markers) 
placed on the card. The Active player (it doesn’t have to be the card’s owner) 
resolves this ability when the last  is removed from the card. When you 
cover a non-passive card with  on it with another card, discard all  from 
it without resolving any Delayed Abilities.

ama e – This icon means your Character has to lower their  by the 
indicated amount.

npreventable ama e – This Damage cannot be prevented! Effects 
that completely cancel the Response (or transform Damage into other ef-
fects) may still apply to Unpreventable Damage.

onnected Attribute Key – This icon refers to Attribute Keys that 
have the left and right halves physically joined.

onnected Ma ic Key – This icon refers to Magic Keys that have the 
left and right halves physically joined.

: Multi e fect – Apply the effect listed right after this icon to each Party 
member.

uardian– Some Encounters will have this icon on one of their Conclu-
sions. If such an outcome is reached, the Encounter is placed on the Loca-
tion as a Guardian.

estroy – Discard the last Diplomacy card of the Sequence. Some cards 
have the “If this card is …” effect. If such a card is discarded from the Se-
quence, the corresponding effect should be carried out. Multiple   effects 
are resolved one by one.

/ / Attributes Re uirements – To gain the Bonus con-
nected to this Key, your value of the depicted Attribute must be at least 1/2/3.

ree Key Multiplier

?x  – Multiplies the next Bonus.

For example: 2x  means you move the marker 2 slots up on the Affinity track.

Preventin

Many cards and Skills 
allow you to Prevent parts 
of the Enemy Response. If the 
Prevent effect isn’t enough to 
completely negate the Enemy 
effect, apply the effect, 
lowered by the Prevent effect.

The most common type 
of Prevention in Diplomacy 
allows you to Prevent .
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Key onuses

 /  – Move the marker 1 slot up or down on the Affinity track.

 – This Bonus is determined by the Encounter. Whenever you resolve 
a  Bonus, check if the Encounter card contains a rule corresponding to 
the Attribute this Bonus is connected to. If it does, resolve that effect once. 
Here are some examples of different  effects. 

Note: Higher Attribute level does not multiply effects of .

. If you gain  from a  Key, you will draw 1 card.

2. If you are able to gain  from a  Key, you may play this card even if it's 
not the first one during your Activation (same as being able to gain a 
Bonus normally).

. If you gain  from a  Key, you will lose 1  potentially ending 
the Encounter before you resolve other Keys.

. If you gain  from a  Key, move the marker on the Affinity track 1 slot 
up. Additionaly, if you gain  from a  Key, you gain 1  extending the 
Encounter.

– Draw 1 card.

– This is a unique Bonus Key as it's checked before any other Keys. 
If a card you want to play is not the first card played this turn, it must be 
able to gain this Bonus. Gaining multiple instances of this Bonus does not 
have any additional effect and if multiplied by 0x it isn’t gained.

OTHER DIPLOMACY RULES
Panic

Panic takes place anytime your Character is Going Insane (a  marker is 
in the red slot of Terror track on the Character Tray).

When that happens:

• During step 2 of your Activation, instead of playing the first card from 
your hand, place the top card from your deck at the end of the Sequence 
and resolve it. Then, any additional cards may be played from your hand, 
according to the standard rules (they require a  Bonus).
• Do not draw cards at the End Turn phase. Any additional cards drawn 
from Bonus Keys, Skills, or Abilities are still drawn as normal.

ou Are yin

Whenever a Character’s  drops to 0, the Character receives a “You Are 
Dying” card. Among other rules, the card immediately removes the Charac-
ter from the current Encounter – see its text for more details. Other Party 
members continue the Encounter.

iscardin  from an Empty and

Whenever you must discard a card from your hand, but you don’t have any, 
discard a card from the top of your Diplomacy deck instead.

Movin  the Marker eyond the inal A nity Slot

The marker on the Affinity track can never be lower than the bottom Affin-
ity slot or higher than the top Affinity slot.

Whenever an enemy Response or another effect asks you to  the marker 
below the bottom Affinity slot, the last Active Character discards 1 card 
from the top of their Diplomacy deck for each  instead.

Whenever an enemy Response or another effect asks you to  the marker 
above the top Affinity slot, nothing happens.

For Example: The marker on the Affinity track is on the second slot from the bottom. 
The enemy Response is . The marker on the Affinity track moves to the last 
Affinity slot, then the last Active Character discards 2 cards from the top of their 
Diplomacy deck.

Empty eck

Whenever a Character should draw a card from their Diplomacy deck and 
there are not enough cards, nothing happens – draw as much as possible 
and simply continue the Encounter.

iplomacy Traits

Many Encounters possess one or more Traits that will influence the Diplo-
macy. Here's a list of common Traits:

iscoura in  – When you Avoid, always resolve .

read – Before , if you have 1 or fewer cards in hand, gain 1 .

reedy – At the start of the Diplomacy, pay 1 ealth or gain 1 .

arass   E fect – Before , if there are at least X, but no more than

Y cards in the Sequence, resolve the corresponding Effect.

aste – You may play at most 3 cards during your Activation.

DIPLOMACY AFFINITY TRACKER

Instead of moving  along the Affinity track, you can use Diplomacy Affin-
ity tracker provided with Tainted Grail: Kings of Ruin. At the start of the 
Encounter, slide the tracker on the Starting slot of the Affinity track and 
move it up and down whenever you resolve  and .
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Iunis is in a Party with Elgan and they draw a green Encounter – a horrific 
Wyrdbear! The Party feels strong enough and decides to take up the challenge.

STARTING COMBAT
All Party members draw 3 cards from their Combat decks and decide 
to leave them as their starting hands. 

Turn 

The Party decides that Iunis will be the first Active Character, so she puts 
a Time marker  on her Character Tray.

The first card played in a player’s Activation may be any card from their 
hand, so Iunis decides to play Trade Blows. She has 2 points of , so the 
connected  Key grants a Bonus of , which is placed in the Combat 
Pool. No other connected Keys gain her any Bonuses, so she resolves the On 
Placement Ability of the card and decides to pay 3  to gain  and places 
them in the Combat Pool. Paying 3  allows her to also draw a card. An-
other Ability listed on this card has an After  effect, which means it will 
trigger After the Enemy Attack, not now. Iunis decides to not play any ad-
ditional cards. Now, it’s time for the Enemy Attack. 

The last Active Character applies the Attack from the Combat table of the 
Encounter card. There are  in the Combat Pool, which means that the 
Wyrdbear deals 3  to Iunis and removes 1 marker from the Combat Pool. 
Next, Iunis examines the After  ability, which features a  icon. It means 
the last card in the Sequence must be discarded. In this case it’s the card 
with the icon, so Iunis discards Trade Blows from the Sequence.

Elgan has to be the next Active Character, so he marks that with the .

Elgan plays Poisonous Candle and gains none of the Bonuses from connect-
ed Keys, because he doesn’t have points in  and the closing half of the 
Free Key is empty. Next, the player resolves the On Placement Ability of the 
card, which instructs Elgan to place 3  on it. This card has a Delayed Abil-
ity that can be recognized by the  icon on the card. After the last 
is removed, this Ability will be resolved, placing  in the Combat Pool.

Then, Elgan decides to play an additional card – Spark. He may do so be-
cause the card has a  Bonus, which when gained, allows that card to be 
played after the first card of the Activation. Elgan has 1 , so the Bonus can 
be gained. The player pays 1 Ma ic to gain the 
played after the first card of the Activation. Elgan has 1

 Bonus and places  in 
the Combat Pool. He then uses the On Placement Ability to remove 1
from Poisonous Candle, so that the Delayed Ability would trigger faster. 
There are still 2 more  on the card, so the Ability can’t be resolved yet.

The Enemy attacks, dealing 3  to Elgan, as there are  in the Pool. After 
that,  is removed again.

COMBAT EXAMPLE
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Players Check Readiness and as every Party member has a  on their Char-
acter Tray, they proceed to the End Turn. They don’t need to discard any 
cards, as none has more than 3 cards in hand. Next, they draw 1 card each 
from their Combat decks. Everyone removes  from their Character Trays 
and the new Turn begins.

Turn 2

Party members decide that Iunis will again be the first Active Character, 
so she marks that with a  on her Character Tray.

Previously, the Delayed Abilities step was skipped, since there were no 
cards with  in the Sequence. But it’s different this time, so Iunis removes 
1  from Poisonous Candle. There is still 1  left on it though, so nothing 
happens yet.

Then Iunis proceeds to play her first card during this Activation – Flurry 
of Blows. Only the  grants a Bonus of  grants a Bonus of , so she places it in the Combat 
Pool. Resolving the On Placement Ability, Iunis decides to gain 1  to place 
a charge on the card. 

She decides to play another card – Throw, using the  Bonus granted by 
the  Key. She also gains a Bonus of  from the Free Key, which she 
places in the Combat Pool. The On Placement Ability of that card can’t be 
used because Iunis doesn’t have a Weapon or Shield. 

Players proceed to the Wyrdbear attack…

…as there are 6…as there are 6  in the Pool, a new attack is applied.  before the 
means that the damage is dealt to everyone in the Party, so everyone must 
move the Health marker 1 slot down on their track. One  is once again 
removed from the Combat Pool, leaving the beast with . After the At-
tack, Iunis must discard Throw, as per the Ability on the card.

Now, it’s time for Elgan to be the Active Character. He puts  on his Char-
acter Tray.

First of all, Elgan checks the Delayed Ability, and removes the last  that is 
left on the Poisonous Candle. That means the Ability is triggered, which 
adds  to the Combat Pool. There were  before that, so it adds up to 8 
and equals the Encounter Value.

Congratulations! The Wyrdbear is defeated and the Encounter immediate-
ly ends. The Party now collects the Loot listed at the bottom of the Encoun-
ter card. The Party gains 3 ood that may be distributed freely between the 
Characters. They put the Encounter at the bottom of the green Encounter 
deck, return all Combat cards (from hand, Sequence, and discard) to their 
Combat decks and shuffle them.
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Osbert is in a Party with Gerdwyn and they draw a blue Encounter – a really 
drunk Drunken Knight. The Party looks at the man and decides that they 
can talk him out pretty easily.

STARTING DIPLOMACY
At the start of a Diplomacy Encounter, the Party needs to set a Duration 
die. They put it above the Encounter card with the number shown on the 
top of the card next to the  icon – in this case 3. They also place a univer-
sal marker in the starting slot of the Affinity track, marked with S.

All Party members draw 3 cards from their Diplomacy decks and decide to 
leave them as their starting hands.

Turn 

The Party decides that Gerdwyn will be the first Active Character, so she 
puts a Time marker  on her Character Tray.

The first card played in a player’s Activation may be any card from their hand, 
so Gerdwyn decides to play Impatience. The Free Key grants a Bonus of , 
which means that Gerdwyn moves the marker one slot up on the Affinity 
track. The On Placement Ability of Impatience instructs Gerdwyn to place 
2 universal markers, that represents charges, on the card. She may use them 
later to discard ( ) a card from the Sequence.

Gerdwyn decides to play another card – Stern Command. She can do so be-
cause the card has a  Bonus, which can be gained since Gerdwyn has 1 . 
No other connected Keys gain her any Bonuses, so she resolves the On Place-
ment Ability of the card. The Affinity is , so she decides to lose 1  and she 
does it by setting the Duration die to 2. Stern Command also has an Ability that 
will trigger after this card is , so let’s do it now.

Gerdwyn pays 1 charge from the Impatience card and discards Stern Com-
mand to her discard pile. The Ability is triggered, allowing her to move the 
marker 1 slot up the Affinity track. Gerdwyn doesn’t want to play more 
cards, so she proceeds to the Enemy Response step.

Now, it’s time for Drunken Knight to Respond. The last Active Character 
applies the Response from the right side of the Diplomacy table with 
above it. Gerdwyn moves the marker one slot down on the Affinity track 
(    ), discards the last card from the Sequence, which will be Impatience, 
and sets the Duration die on 1.

Osbert has to be the next Active Character, so he marks that with the 
on his Character Tray.

Osbert is a gambler, so the first card he plays is Risky Bet. The  Key and 
Free Key both grant a  Bonus, so Osbert moves the marker two slots up on 
the Affinity track. It’s now on . This means that the On Placement Ability 
of the Risky Bet can be triggered and Osbert decides to take the opportuni-
ty – Osbert gains 2 ealth and moves the marker to the S slot. 

Now they have to convince the Knight all over again and the time is running 
out, so Osbert plays another card – Path of Harmony, by gaining the 
Bonus from the  Key. The On Placement Ability gives Osbert a choice 
and he decides that he will  and gain 1  – he sets the Duration die to 2.

Osbert decides that’s enough, so the Enemy responds, moving the marker 
one slot down on the Affinity track, discarding the last card in the Se-
quence, and losing 1 .

Players Check Readiness and as every Party member has a  on their Char-
acter Tray, they proceed to the End of Turn. They don’t need to discard any 
cards, as none has more than 3 cards in hand. Next, they draw 1 card each 
from their Diplomacy decks. Everyone removes  from their Character 
Trays and the new Turn begins.

DIPLOMACY EXAMPLE
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Turn 2

The Party members decide that Osbert will be the first Active Character this 
time, so he marks that with a  on his Character Tray.

The Delayed Abilities step is skipped again, since there are no cards with 
in the Sequence.

Then, Osbert proceeds to play his first card during this Activation – Stroke 
of Luck. The  Key Bonus gains 1 , so, Osbert sets the Duration die to 2. 
To resolve the On Placement Ability, he needs to roll a die. The result is 4 and 
Osbert picks the  option – the marker goes 1 slot up on the track.

Next, he plays Coin Trick using the fact that he can gain the  Bonus from 
the  Key. He pays 1 Ma ic to gain the 

 using the fact that he can gain the 
 Bonus and moves the marker 

2 slots up the track. Once again there is a choice to make within the 
On Placement Ability, and as he doesn’t want to pay anything to anyone, 
he decides to lose 1  – the die is set to 1. 

Osbert has one more card in his hand – Haggling, that he plays using the 
Bonus in the  Key. This card’s Ability will trigger during the Enemy Re-
sponse step, which is marked with the  icon.

Now, it’s time for the Enemy Response. But there is no Response this time, 
as Haggling’s Ability says to “Ignore the Enemy Response”. This card must 
be discarded after , so Osbert does it.

Now, it’s time for Gerdwyn to be the Active Character. She puts  on her 
Character Tray.

The first card she plays is Intimidation and gains the Free Key Bonus, which 
moves the marker 2 slots up the Affinity track. Resolving the On Placement 
Ability, she discards the card she's just played and Osbert’s Coin Trick. 
Gerdwyn thinks that it’s enough talking and proceeds to the Enemy Re-
sponse step.

The Drunken Knight’s response moves the marker 1 slot down, discards the 
Stroke of Luck and loses the duration completely, which means that the En-
counter comes to an end.

Congratulations! The marker is on , so the Party gets the reward cor-
responding to that Affinity from the Conclusion section. They managed 
to gain 2 ealth from the Drunken Knight, so they distribute it between 
Party members. They put the Encounter at the bottom of the blue Encoun-
ter deck, return all Diplomacy cards (from hand, Sequence, and discard) 
to their Diplomacy decks and shuffle them.
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STORY MODE
Surviving in Western Avalon isn’t easy! If you or your friends want a more 
relaxed experience and would prefer to simply enjoy the story without the 
constant fear of failing, consider applying any of the following modifiers. 
You may decide to use all or only some of them.

Startin  Items

During “IV) Prepare the Secret and Items decks” of the World Setup on 
page 6, each Character gains  Item “A.”

Tactical enius

Gain Secret card . It allows you to play additional cards during your turn 
without gaining the  Bonus, so you can build your Sequence more easily.

Encounters and Events

Whenever you prepare Encounter decks at the start of the Chapter or 
whenever the game requires you to place Random Events on top of the 
Event deck, treat the number of Characters in the game as if there were 
1 Character fewer (min. 1).

ealth imiter

Remove the  marker plastic piece from the game and mark  with 
a regular marker instead. Your  no longer limts your .

aystone ost

Change the additional costs of “Activate a waystone” Action to:

• Pay 1 Ma ic per Character.
• Pay the “Blood Price.” Pay 2  per Character and gain 1  per Character.

In both cases, the  cost remains the same.

haracter Advancement

Whenever you Advance your Combat or Diplomacy deck, draw one more 
card to choose from.

Passa e of Time

During each Chapter, when you would gain one or more parts of the "Time 
Passes" status for the first time, gain one part fewer.

CHALLENGE MODE
If your group wants an extra challenge and already knows the game well, 
you might want to increase the difficulty further. In that case, use the rule 
modifications listed below that lead to a more unforgiving and challenging 
experience. 

Remember  For an intermediate experience, you may decide to apply only 
some of these changes!

Empowered Encounters

Gain Secret card . It adds an additional effect to each Enemy Attack and 
Response.

Escapin  ombat and Avoidin  iplomacy

After the Enemy Attack, if you're Escaping, roll a die:

1-3: You remain in Combat!

4-6: You successfully Escape.

Whenever you Avoid Diplomacy, resolve the  (unless the Encounter says 
otherwise).

Events

Whenever the game requires you to place any Random Event cards on top 
of the Event deck, treat the number of Characters in the game as if there 
were 1 Character more.

aystone ost

The “Activate a waystone” Action additionally costs 1  per Character. This 
affects both normal payment and the “Blood Price.”

haracter Advancement

Instead of the standard Experience costs (see: “Attributes & Character Ad-
vancement” on page 13), use the list below:

3 Exp Ö Draw 2 Combat or 2 Diplomacy cards from your Advancement 
Pool. Choose one, put the other back, and shuffle the Pool.
3 Exp + 1 Exp for each point in a pair of opposing Attributes Ö point in that 
Attribute pair.
5 Exp + 5 Exp for each Skill in a pair of opposing Attributes Ö Skill in that 
Attribute pair.

Items

You may carry up to 5 Items (Secrets do not count).

lassic Restin

Change the rules of Recovery during End of the Day:

• Each Character MUST pay 1 ood during each Recovery. They gain 1
and lose 1  as normal, but they don’t gain an additional 1 .
• For each Character that does not pay 1 ood during Recovery:

• If they were Exhausted this turn, they lose 1 .
• If they were not Exhausted this turn, they place their  marker 
on value 4 slot of the Energy track.

imited Stability

Whenever you gain part of the "Time Passes" status, Fade a waystone far-
thest from all Characters.

ALTERNATIVE MODES
Below, you can find recommended ways to decrease (or increase) the difficulty of your campaign.
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DEATH
If you have Secret card , , or , when any Character dies, the Kingseeker’s 
Brand will slowly regenerate their body, before pushing them back on their 
Quest. To achieve that, the Brand taps into the life force of other nearby 
Kingseekers, leaving them traumatized by the process. 

When your Character is at 0  and meets the death conditions listed 
on the “You Are Dying” card, perform the following steps: 

• Each other Character in the game loses 1  and gains 2 . 
• Gain one part of the “Time Passes” status appropriate for your current 
Chapter. 
• You gain 4  (remember to discard the “You Are Dying” card).
• All Characters place their  marker on the “0” slot. 
• If there are no waystones on the board, read Verse 1100 in the Book 
of Secrets in the Exploration Journal.

IMP RTA T  Relying on higher powers to keep you alive is not an intend-
ed way to play! If you keep dying, consider using the Story Mode (see: “Al-
ternative Modes” on page 36).

COMPANIONS
While playing Tainted Grail: Kings of Ruin, you will meet some exciting 
and varied Companions. It’s up to you whether they will accompany you 
on your adventure. Each of them has a unique, small personal story and 
special abilities. Will they help you or hinder you?

e lack oat of the Moors

The demonic Black Goat is perhaps an unexpected but helpful companion – 
if you ignore her strange origin. The Goat follows after ood, so it will glad-
ly accompany you if you have some. Each day you can check the enchanted 
pouches and bags the Goat’s carrying for a small find. Oh, and hugging the 
animal to sleep may help you remain sane. 

If the Black Goat is in your Location and you happen to engage in Combat, 
Goat may help you for a price. Getting  is a once per Combat Action, 
so regardless of the number of Party members, the Goat can only attack 
an  Enemy once. But with enough food supplies, you can use it multiple 
times during the Day. 

Kendrick  the hostly Scholar

This friendly ghost, who firmly believes he is not a ghost at all, may join you 
for most of your adventure. His academic background is useful if you want 
to learn more about some of the game’s Locations, or if you are lost on your 
current Quest. 

Important  When you choose to “Ask for help with your current Quest,” 
Kendrick will provide some pretty detailed hints. If you want to figure out 
things on your own, it’s better to avoid using this Action.

Performing the “Find out more about this place” Action may give you more 
information about the place you are currently in, or help you discover new 
Location interactions.

Whenever you and Kendrick end up in the same Location, 
it’s a good idea to check whether its art also contains one of 
Western Avalon’s forgotten and dilapidated Menhirs. In rare 
places like that, Kendrick may bestow some magic upon you. 
Check this visual example to see which terrain feature you 
should look for.

e andle olem

This helpful ally is essentially a walking, living Wyrdcandle that lights up 
the wyrdness. But the more you use it, the more of Golem’s personal story 
you will reveal as its parts melt away. 

The Candle Golem’s Action can’t be immediately reused. You must perform 
the “Activate a Waystone” Action to recharge the construct’s power.

Isolut the oldmasked

This noble girl is a stark contrast to many grim travelers who populate Ava-
lon’s trails. She’s unshakably optimistic and likes to sing happy songs in the 
least opportune moments. 

If Isolut is in your Location, and you engage in an Encounter, she may help, 
allowing you to ignore the Enemy Attack or Response once per Encounter. 
Since it’s not a once-per-day effect, Isolut can even help you in multiple 
Encounters during the day.

Important  Having Isolut also makes reading Visions in each Location 
where you stay overnight mandatory – for story reasons that will be re-
vealed as you travel with her.

e ox od

At a random point in the campaign, the Fox God will approach you, very in-
terested in you and your mission. He’s a capricious being and won’t follow 
you around like other Companions. Instead, he often disappears for days 
on end. However, if you appease him with small offerings, he might grant 
you various boons. 

This Companion is the only one you won’t discover through the Exploration 
Journal – instead, he makes an entrance randomly using the Event deck. 

If you decide to interact with the Fox God, he will start appearing in different 
places and require different offerings. Beware: if you decide to ignore him 
after presenting an initial offering, you may fall victim to one of his curses.

DO NOT READ ANYTHING IN THIS CHAPTER UNTIL INSTRUCTED.

SECRET RULES
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WYRDFORMS
At some point of your adventure, you will receive Wyrdform cards, Skill, 
a Character tile, and model. They reflect how your Character is changing 
due to prolonged exposure to the wyrdness. 

yrdform haracter Tile

When your form changes, so does your Character’ Ability and Weakness. 
As long as you remain in Wyrdform, you have to use the new tile you’ve just 
received.

yrdform ards

These cards can be easily distinguished from others thanks to their unique 
white colors and letter “W” in the card number on the bottom of the card. 

These cards introduce some important new rules:

eck modi cation

Once gained, all Wyrdform cards must be included in Characters’ decks 
at all times and can’t be removed from the deck unless specifically allowed. 
They count towards the limit of 10 cards minimum in your deck.

ost

Each Wyrdform card has an additional cost shown below its name. During 
Encounters, to play a Wyrdform card from hand, the Active player must be 
able to first cover the card’s cost (paying , , , or Ma ic) The cost 
must be paid in full before the card is resolved. It means that if a Character 
is unable to gain , or lose  shown on the card in full, the card cannot 
be played. 

For Example: If a given Character is already at the highest value of their Terror track, they 
cannot play a card with a  cost.

Note: Some effects like Panic place cards from the top of your deck or discard pile at the 
end of the Sequence. In such cases ignore the Wyrdform card cost as they are not played 
from hand.

yrdform Skills

Those Skills offer you a new approach to dealing with Encounters. They are 
distinguishable by their whitened frame. 

As long as you’re in Wyrdform, you’ll have 1 Wyrdform Skill. For advance-
ment cost they count toward the amount of Skills in a given Attribute pair, 
but they also allow you to gain a 5th point of a given Attribute.

Note: To connect properly, they should be kept as the outer token. Whenever you gain 
a new Skill of the same Attribute, swap their place, and move the Attribute marker from the 
Wyrdform Skill to a new Skill.

KINGS OF RUIN
Kings of Ruin are Boss-like Encounters you will meet during your play-
through. Each comes with 6 oversized Encounter cards that represent their 
3 Diplomacy and 3 Combat Encounters.

Each such card represents an Encounter with a given King at a different 
stage of the game. Boss Encounter’s Difficulty is indicated by the icon 
found in the top right corner:

Each time you meet a King of Ruin, the game will clearly tell you which card 
should be used to resolve the Encounter.

Kings of Ruin will also frequently appear on the board. Their rules are sim-
ilar to Guardian rules, but slightly modified to fit their personal agenda. 
When a King of Ruin is placed on the board, a special rules card will al-
ways be provided with them, as a rules reminder, but the details can only 
be found in the rulebook.

Lastly, each King of Ruin will introduce their own unique mechanic during 
Combat and Diplomacy Encounters. This mechanic will also be used by 
some other Encounters related to that King, such as their followers. The 
description of each mechanic can be found in the Section corresponding 
to a King of Ruin, but should not be read until the player meets the King 
(or a follower) that uses the mechanic.

Additionally, some rules will change between Difficulty 1, 2, and 3 of each 
King of Ruin.

DO NOT READ ANYTHING IN THIS CHAPTER UNTIL INSTRUCTED.
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CLAUDYNE, THE UNKNIGHTED
Movement

When Claudyne is present on the board, he moves around similarly to 
Guardians.

During the Start of the Day, right after moving the Guardians, roll the 
Guardian die for Claudyne.

. ardinal direction – move Claudyne the Unknighted to the connected Lo-
cation in the direction indicated by the die. If there’s no connected Location 
in this direction, move him to the lowest-numbered connected Location 
instead.

Note: This King of Ruin moves in the opposite direction to Guardians.

2. – Resolve both, in the following order:

• If there is a waystone in any corners of the Location with Claudyne the 
Unknighted, Fade it (if there is more than 1 waystone, Fade the one that 
touches the highest-numbered Location first).
• Move Claudyne the Unknighted by 2 Locations toward the closest 
Character. If more Characters are at the same distance, Claudyne 
moves to the Character in the lowest-numbered Location. 

At any moment of the game, if any Character is in the same Location as 
Claudyne the Unknighted, the Encounter starts immediately (before resolv-
ing  effects) –  Book of Secrets Verse 2 . 

laudyne Encounter Rules

Claudyne’s unique mechanic introduces Enemy Combat and Diplomacy 
cards. At the start of an Encounter, you will create a face down Claudyne’s 
deck, according to the instructions provided by the Exploration Journal.

Throughout the Encounter, they will be placed at the end of the Sequence 
according to the Encounter’s Trait. This Trait may differ between a Clau-
dyne Encounter or his followers.

Impact  E fect

After the Delayed Abilities step, remove 1  from the Claudyne the Unknight-
ed card. When the last  is removed from it, resolve the Effect attached 
to this Trait.

Enemy Combat and Diplomacy cards function the same as any other play-
er’s Combat and Diplomacy cards. They are placed in the Sequence and 
may provide Bonuses when placed. They don’t count as the first card played 
during Character’s Activation but otherwise function as normal – their 
Abilities are active as long as those cards remain visible in the Sequence.

When discarded, enemy Combat and Diplomacy cards are simply placed 
back into the Secret deck, or may be kept aside until the Encounter ends, 
as they may be used more than once during the same Encounter.

laudyne s eck and Reshu le

When you are asked to place a card from Claudyne’s deck, but the deck is 
empty, perform the following instead:

• Shuffle all cards from the Sequence and discard piles into corresponding 
decks.
• Recreate Claudyne’s deck in the same order as described in a Verse that 
started the Encounter.
• Place 1  on the Encounter card.
• Each Party member loses 1  and gains 1 .

DO NOT READ ANYTHING IN THIS CHAPTER UNTIL INSTRUCTED.

Kin s of Ruin and uardians

Even though Kings of Ruin 
share a lot of core rules with 
Guardians, they are NOT 
considered Guardians for the 
purpose of any game effects.

Reshu le

Shuffling the whole Sequence 
by the Boss does not resolve 
the  effects.
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AMBERQUEEN VENEDA
Movement

During the Start of the Day, right after moving the Guardians, if Secret 
card  is in play and you have the “ otable eeds” part  status, roll the 
Guardian die for Veneda:

. ardinal direction – move Amberqueen Veneda to the connected Location 
in the direction indicated by the die. If there’s no connected Location in this 
direction, move her to the highest-numbered connected Location instead.

2.  – Resolve both, in the following order:
• If there is a waystone in any corners of Location with Amberqueen Vene-
da, Fade it (if there is more than 1 waystone, Fade the one that touches the 
highest-numbered Location first).
• If there's no Amberwitch Encounter in play, place Secret card 2  (Amber-
witch purple Encounter, Difficulty 3) in the highest-numbered connected 
Location. Otherwise, roll the Guardian die for Amberwitch and apply its effect.

At any moment of the game, if any Character is in the same Location 
as Amberqueen Veneda, the Encounter starts immediately (before resolving 

 effects) –  Book of Secrets Verse indicated by Secret card  or .

Amberspawns

Encounters with Veneda and her kin are accompanied by one or more Am-
berspawns which will help your enemies. Boss Encounters will specify how 
to create a special Veneda’s deck with Amberspawns in the Exploration 
Journal. Normal Encounters will start with an Amberspawn determined 
by their Trait.

In order to defeat Amberspawns, you will have to place  on them. The way 
to place  will differ slightly between Combat and Diplomacy.

. alue. You need to place that many  on this Amberspawn in order 
to defeat it.

2. Trait. Some Amberspawns have a unique Trait that changes some En-
counter rules.

. ombat or iplomacy table. Depending on the current amount of 
on a given Amberspawn, it will assist Veneda in some way.

. oot. Additional reward received after defeating Amberspawn.

When resolving the Enemy Attack, treat all effects in Amberspawns Com-
bat and Diplomacy tables the same way you treat  effects on Items 
or Combat and Diplomacy cards. 

When the amount of When the amount of  on Amberspawn is equal to its Value, it is immedi-
ately defeated. Gain it’s Loot. Then, if you’re fighting Veneda, place that 
Amberspawn in the discard pile next to Veneda’s deck. If you’re fighting 
a normal Encounter, return that Amberspawn to the Secrets.

ombat

During Combat, each time you gain , you may instead place  on a cho-
sen Amberspawn. You can’t remove those  from Amberspawns in any way.

iplomacy

During Diplomacy, each time you , you may instead place  on any Am-
berspawn. You can’t remove those  from Amberspawns in any way.

eneda Encounter Rules

Amberspawnin

After resolving all Delayed Abilities in the Sequence, place the top card 
of Veneda’s deck (Amberspawn) in play, next to her. Then, place 1  on Am-
berqueen Veneda. 

Whenever you are instructed to place the top card of Veneda’s deck into 
play and Veneda’s deck is empty, only place 1  on Amberqueen Veneda.

Transformative ombat and iplomacy Table

Veneda’s Actions are dependent on the amount of  on her card. During 
Diplomacy, Veneda’s whole Response will change. During Combat, you will 
encounter effects like , which means Veneda will deal  equal to the 
amount of  currently placed on her.

Reshu le

When you are instructed to Reshuffle, flip all discarded Amberspawns and 
place them at the bottom of Veneda’s deck (so that the first defeated Amber-
spawn should reappear earlier). Then, shuffle all cards from the Sequence and 
discard piles into corresponding decks. Then, each Party member loses 1
and gains 1 .

i culty 2 eneda

Reshu le

During Encounters with Difficulty 2 Veneda, when you are instructed to Re-
shuffle, only shuffle all cards from the Sequence and discard piles into the 
corresponding decks. Then, each Party member loses 1  and gains 1 . 
Do not rebuild Veneda's deck.

DO NOT READ ANYTHING IN THIS CHAPTER UNTIL INSTRUCTED.
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NONUS, BISHOP OF THE DEEP
Movement

During the Start of the Day, right after moving the Guardians, Nonus may 
move according to Secret card  or  in one of the following ways:

With Secret card  in play:

If Nonus is in a Location with a , place him in the next Location with the 
 in ascending Location number order. If he is in the highest-numbered 

Location with a , place him in the lowest-numbered Location with a .

With Secret card  or  in play:

Roll the Guardian die for Nonus:

. ardinal direction – move Nonus to the connected Location in the direc-
tion indicated by the die. If there’s no connected Location in this direction, 
move Nonus to the lowest-numbered connected Location instead.

Note: This King of Ruin moves in the opposite direction to Guardians.

2.  – Resolve both, in the following order:

• If there is a waystone in any corners of Location with Nonus, Bishop 
of the Deep, Fade it (if there is more than 1 waystone, Fade the one that 
touches the lowest-numbered Location first).
• Place Secret card  (Chaotic Weather Random Event) in the Active 
Events area, if it’s not already there.

At any moment of the game, if any Character is in the same Location as  
Nonus, Bishop of the Deep, immediately  Book of Secrets Verse indicated 
by Secret card  or .

eather ards

Encounters with Nonus and his kin change the weather around them, 
influencing the state of the Encounter.

. haracter modi er. Combat Weathers will change the Attributes re-
quirements. Diplomacy Weathers add additional effects to  Bonuses.
2. Encounter modi er. Weathers may give Encounters additional Traits 
or modify the Enemy Attack and Response.

. uration. Each Weather will only last a few Turns. When the last 
is removed from a Weather card, it will be replaced with new one.

onus Encounter rules

eathershi ter

This Trait announces that the Encounter will use Nonus’s Weather deck. 
Boss Encounters will specify which cards are used in the Exploration Jour-
nal. Normal Encounters will have Secret cards specified with the Trait: 
“Weathershifter ( , )”. They should be stacked with Card  on top and 
Card  on bottom, creating a face down deck.

After the Delayed Abilities step of the first Activation, place the top Weather 
face up near the Encounter and resolve its  effect.

After the last  is removed from the current Weather, discard it and draw 
the top Weather from the deck. If the Weather deck is empty, first shuffle 
all discarded Weather cards and create a new Weather deck.

eather eck and Reshu le

Whenever you shuffle the Weather deck during a Nonus Encounter, shuffle 
all cards from the Sequence and discard piles into corresponding decks. 

Then, each Party member loses 1  and gains 1 .

FINAL BOSS ENCOUNTER RULES
During the final Encounter against each Boss, the rules differ slightly. 
The Boss’s deck will be built differently and sometimes it will change during 
the Encounter.

iplomatic Encounter

In these Encounters,  does NOT end the Encounter. When resolving this 
Conclusion, you simply apply its effect.

Escapin  Avoidin  and ailin  the Encounter

You aren’t allowed to Escape/Avoid these Encounters but you can Fail them. 
If your Character’s  is reduced to 0, you gain the “You Are Dying!” card 
and are removed from the Encounter normally. 

If all Party members are Dying, or you feel you no longer stand a chance,
 Book of Secrets Verse found on your Encounter card near “Fail.”

Encounter Timelapse

As these Encounters progress, you will be able to read a few story scenes. 
They introduce some gameplay changes to the Encounter but you aren’t re-
quired to resolve all of them in order to finish the Encounter.

Additionally, during Nonus, Bishop of the Deep and Amberqueen Veneda En-
counters, after each story scene you will be asked to set a die to a specific 
side (use a d6). This marks your progress through the Encounter and its 
only purpose is to correctly redirect you through the Journal. If you have 
to roll a die for any other game effect during this Encounter, remember to 
place this die after the roll to the correct side back on the Encounter card.

COMPONENT SPOILERS
The following cards are part of Open & Play deck. If you ever want to recre-
ate it, do it in the following order:

• 1 Open & Play cover
• 10 Gerdwyn Basic Combat cards stacked from 1(top) to 10 (bottom)
• 10 Gerdwyn Basic Diplomacy cards stacked from 1(top) to 10 (bottom)
• 1 Large Wyrdrat – Your First green Encounter card
• 1 Rowdy Peasant – Your First blue Encounter card
• 1 Glowing Moth – Your First purple Encounter card

The following components are hidden at the start of the game:

• 4 Wyrdform Character tiles (in Secret Envelope)
• 4 Wyrdform Skill tokens (in Secret Envelope)
• 1 Blue Color Filter (in a secret compartment under the box insert).

DO NOT READ ANYTHING IN THIS CHAPTER UNTIL INSTRUCTED.
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ORDER OF THE DAY
I. Start of the ay

. Resolve Start of the Day effects.
2. Remove 1  and 1  from each card.

. Flip Locations that don't touch a waystone to the  side.

. Roll for each Guardian.

• Cardinal direction – move that Guardian to a connected 
Location in the direction indicated by the die. If there’s no 
connected Location in this direction, move the Guardian 
to the highest-numbered connected Location instead.
• “X” – Resolve the first that applies: 

• If there is a Character in a Location with the Guardian 
– resolve an Encounter with it. 
• If there is a waystone in any corner of this Location, 
Fade it. 
• Move that Guardian to the highest-numbered con-
nected Location.

. Clear Active Events Area (except ).

. Reveal and read a new Event card.

II. urin  the ay

Players perform Actions in any order until everyone decides 
to End the Day.

III. End of the ay

. Resolve End of the Day effects.
2. Rest – If you are Exhausted, gain 4 , otherwise place 
your  marker on the starting slot (remember your 
can't surpass your  marker).

. Recover – You may pay 1 ood once to gain 1 , 1 , 
and lose 1 .

. Suffer from Wyrdness – If you’re in a  Location, lose 2
and gain 2 .

. Advance your Character by spending Exp – You may gain 
Skills, cards, and raise Attributes.

. Modify your decks – Each deck must constist of at least 
10 cards.

. If you’re in a Location with the  icon, you may read the 
Vision at the end of your Location part of Exploration Journal.

. Start the next Day (go to Stage 1).

eath  Escape and Run Away

If you’ve gained the “You Are Dying” card, Escaped, or forced 
the Encounter to Run Away, you end the Encounter but you 
don’t gain any Loot.

Encounter cleanup

If you’ve lost against a Guardian Encounter ( ), place its 
standee in your Location. Otherwise, place the Encounter 
card on the bottom of its deck (if the Encounter card came 
from the Secret deck or from the box, return it there instead). 
Then, shuffle all Combat decks, including any cards in hand, 
Sequence, and discard. Remove all  from the Character 
Trays. If this Encounter happened during Exploration, con-
tinue it now, applying any additional effects if necessary.

Panic

Panic takes place anytime your Character is Going Insane. 
When that happens: 

• During step 2 of your Activation, instead of playing the first 
card from your hand, you place the top card from your deck 
at the end of the Sequence and resolve it. Then, any addi-
tional cards may be played from your hand, according to the 
standard rules. 
• Skip  during the End Turn phase.

iscardin  cards from the top of the ombat iplomacy deck

These effects cause you to discard one or more top cards 
of your deck:

• Whenever you must discard a card from your hand, but you 
don’t have any.
• Whenever  would be lost from the Combat Pool, and 
there aren’t any, the last Active Character discards that many 
cards.
• Whenever an effect would  below the bottom of the Affin-
ity track, the last Active Character discards that many cards.

o cards in deck 

Whenever a Character should draw a card from their Combat 
or Diplomacy deck and there are not enough cards, nothing 
happens – draw as much as possible and simply continue 
the Encounter.

COMBAT/DIPLOMACY
Startin  ombat iplomacy

• Each Party member draws 3 cards from their deck. You 
may Redraw.
• In Diplomacy:

• Set the die to the number indicated by the Encounter 
Duration ( ).
• Place a universal marker on the starting slot (marked 
with S) of the Affinity track.

• Check the enemy Traits.

I. Pick the Active haracter – Place 1  on the Tray of the 
Character that becomes Active.

II. haracter Activation

. Delayed Abilities – remove 1  from each Combat card, 
and if you removed the last one, resolve  effect.
2. Playing cards – play one or more cards from your hand 
(additional cards must be able to gain a  Bonus in order 
to be played).

• In Combat:

• If you didn't play any cards, resolve the Opportunity 
attack.
• You may Escape at any time Ö proceed to phase III 
and then end the Encounter.

• In Diplomacy:

• You may Avoid at any time Ö  and lose all .

III. Enemy Attack Response 

• Resolve the Attack/Response on the Encounter card.

I . heck Readiness

• If each Party member Activated (has  on their Tray), go to 
phase V (End Turn). If not, go back to phase I (Pick the Active 
Character).

. End Turn

• Discard – Each Party member discards down to 3 cards 
in hand.
• Draw – Each Party member draws 1 card ( ). Party mem-
bers that Panic skip this step.
• Clear Activations – Remove all  from the Character Trays.
• Start a new Turn – go to phase I (Pick the Active Character).

Endin  the Encounter

During Combat – when the amount of  in the Combat Pool 
equals the Encounter Value, you win and receive Loot!

During Diplomacy – when the last  point is lost, resolve 
the Conclusion and end the Encounter.

RULES SUMMARY




